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tonight
temperature
and Wednesday, with
fair skies, Is the prediction.

TIDAL WAVE

THOUSANDS
KILLED

Iff

PEOPLE ARE
OF
BY DISTURBANCES

AT KAGOSHIMA

MANY VICTIMSARE DROWNED
ATTEMPTING

TO
LAVA

ESCAPE

THEY
HOT
FROM
SE"A
PLUNGE INTO THE
OF

JUST

FALLING

NAGASAKI, NINETY MILES AWAY,
SEES EVIDENCES OF THE
ERUPTION

people that the eruption was
by a r.iontniy festtvaU
This day is still observed by many
of the people and for decade' no
boats were allowed to leave the island during the celebration, a rule
which iB said to have its origin in
superstition.
Other Cities In Danger
The surrounding coasts and the
country in several directions are
in
heavily populated and
of
the dauger zone is hundredB
thousands. The chief city in danger
is Kagoshima, which lies almost in
the shadow of the volcano and is
separated, from it by a narrow strait.
Fragmentary dispatches that come
fin (over telegraph
and telephone
service that has been destroyed at
several points, indicate there has
been very heavy loss of life in Kagoshima and vicinity, and it is feared
that, this deadly work continues and
will take larger range when advices
are complete. The city is the center
of a large pottery and porcelain industry which employs thousands of
artisans and laborers of both sexes.
Kagoshima Is Historic City
Kagoshima is one of the historic
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CITY

have been put to work building their
own camps. The task of directing the

foreign army and informing General
Mercado, General Castro and other
federal commanders what to do has
TO
fallen on Major McNamee and the
11ULU (1 MLAmerican cavalrymen under htm.
General Mercado lias communicated the details of hrs dereat to his
government at Mexico City. With
the departure of General Villa for
Chihuahua comparative quiet reigned TRINIDAD STRIKERS, HOWEVER,
MAN ACCUSED OF PRIZE FIGHTVILLA WILL CONDUCT SOUTHERN
on the Mexican aide of tho border.
WILL NOT LISTEN TO
CAMPAIGN FROM THAT
ING IS FREED BY A CALIj
"MOTHER" JONES
PLACE
FORNIA JURY
Mexico Defaults Payment
Mexico City, Jan. 13 The Mexican
STILL
IS
MARCH IS BEGINNING government will default In the pay- OH E
JAIL
KILLED
HE
YOUNG TEE
JOHN
ment of the
Interest on
&
the bonds of the International
ARMY EX Eastern
IN A BOUT LAST SUMMER HIS CONSTITUTIONALIST
and all debts due, ac- AND, ACCORDING TO THE OFFI
PECTS TO TAKE TORREON
CERS, THERE SHE WILL REOPPONENT
cording to a decision reached at a
RECEIVED
cabinet council which lasted until
i
MAIN FOR SOME TIMS
EASILY
FATAL BLOW
midnight.
The decision of the council was
PFN
NO
MOE
PROSECUTIONS CARING FOE THE REFUGEES announced by Querido Moheno, Mexi V- -f
can foreign minister, who declared
bo had been instructed to notify all SIXTY
EMPLOYES OF A MINg
DISTRICT ATTORNEY WILL NOT MEN AND WOMEN WHO FLED
foreign governments oj the default.
NEAR WALSENEURG
FROM OJINAGA WILL BE
ACT UNLESS THE LAW IS
TAKEN TO EL PASO
FUSE TO) CONTINUE
The principal Internal and external
CHANGED
loans of Mexico arei held for the most
part in the United States, Great Bri
Chihuahua, City, Mexico, Jan. 13.
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 13 Undaunted t
Los Angides, Calif., Jan. 13. Jesse
Their de- - by the arrest of "Mother" Jones, who j
General
Francisco Villa, nJw march tain, France and
Willard, the heavyweight pugilist, on
was to have been the principal speak- trial charged with prize fighting, was ing overland to this city from the
( Continued on Page Four)
er at a mass meeting here tonight, f
scene
of
the
rebel
at
victory
Ojinaga,
a
an
acquitted by
jury today after
officers of the Trinidad Trades Labor
sent
to
here
word
have
the
t
deliberation. The charge today
Assembly and leaders of the miners f
was the result of the ffeath of John bulk of the rebel army ready for a
TO union continued their plana for a! I
JOHN 8.
Young, after a bout at;the "ffernon campaign southward. General Villa
ia bringing with him many field
union demonstration tonight. Late
arena with Willard August 22.
General Chase announced that
gunu which the federal army abantoday
BE THE CilPTBOLLEiS
By its verdict the jury sanctions doned in ita
permission to hold these meetings
to the United
flight
boxing contests such as have been States, and about 5,000 soldiers.
probably would be granted, but no
conducted in California since the prize
The rebel garrison nere and the WILSON NOMINATES
VIRGINIAN speeches of an inflammatory charao
fighting statute was amended in 1909. soldiers 'with Villa will make Chiter will he allowed, and that a larga
IN
HIGH
POSITION
FOR
Joseph Ford, deputy district attor- huahua, the capital of the state, the
military patrol would police tho disTREASURY
ney, who prosecuted Willard, asked
trict near the meeting place. Under;
military base for the revolutionary
for a verdict, which would prevent all movement southward.
13. President no circumstances, said General Chase,
Jan.
Washington,
ring contest where the intention to
It is understood that as soon as Wilson today nominated John Skelton would "Mother" Jones be permitted
deliver a knockout block wasohvIous. troop trains can be made
ready and Williams of Virginia, assistant sec to appear or send a message.
After tho vordict Ford said there the,
No action to secure the release of
army has enjoyed a week or bo retary of the treasury, for comptroller
would be no prosecutions in the fu- of
"Mother" Jones haa been taken here
recuperation from its recent fight of the currency and
mem
ture unit-the law were further ing, the bulk of the forces wil
go to ber of the federal reserve board, thus far by tho United Mine Workers
T.io jury took more than Torreon as the first
amended,
stage of the pro which will administer the affairs of of America,
six ballots, Mtt from the first was in jected inarch to Mexico City. Behind
All criminal cases growing out c f
the new currency system.
favor of ao!j:;iUal.
thehim as be advances General Villa
present coal strike were co.ntir.
Mr. Williams is now assistant sec
Original;.- ihcre were 12 accused will leave a territory practically clean
tied until the March term of the di
tluir.-of
of
in
the
retary
treasury,
with W';b' j.t The first charge, filed of Iluerta soldiers.
trlct court .this mermen: on
ii the- dtitof Young, :"'1& t,h ".I td"
iwsiedlatp
t
was manslaughter. This was changed reon, a railroad center bij nult-"luiaueo.
The otuee ot
t
to violation of the prize fight law, south of the United States border, is government
has been to defend menibum of toe v -- ta.
of
the
currency
comptroller
and the charges against the 11
to
feeble
Villa
but
35
offer
defendants who
expected by
Among the
vacant several months.
were dismissed.
resistance. The rebels are about the
From time to time various reports cured a contintia'ico mm L.
Verdict a Disappointment
city In great numbers and occupy have been afloat in congressional cir canelli, charged with the murdc-- of
Judge Gavin Craig, who presided the adjacent towns of Gomez Palacio cles of opposition being brought to Detective G. W. BeMier, James Bicu-vari- s
and Robert U'.rich, held for the
at the trial, disregarded the usual and Laredo.
bear against the nomination of Mr.
It is understood that Villa may Williams. It was said that the so- killing of Angus Alexander, a min
judicial custom and commented on
the Willard case. He gave it as his wait here the clearing of the Torreon called great financial interests were guard, and Mike Guerrero, accused
opinion that the state Jaw prohibit district and himself start south only opposing him. There has never been of the murder of Pfdro Armijo, an
ing prize fighting was not settled by when he is ready to attack Zacatecas, recorded, so far as Is known, before Agullar miner.
the verdict of acquital today, and the rich mining city on the main line any committee or through any of
Sixty union miners employed at the
would not be until, perhans in some of the national railroad south of Tor ficial
channel, any opposition to his Jackson mine near Walsenburg struck
future case, the supreme court had reon.
appointment, though there are vari- last night because of the refusal of
The railroad behind the advancing ous
o sign a new agreeruled upon It. He said:
reports of Impending opposition the management
ment submitted by the men, accord"Personally, I advocaio and when rebel army will be repaired so that to his confirmation by the senate!
opportunity affords, take part in al- supplies may be sent from Juarez
Announcement c Mr. Williams' se- ing to a report received here by Genmost all forms of square, manly ath to the scene of operations.
lection followed a conference between eral" John Chase this mornirg. Ttta
Jackson mine offlciara acceded to tha
letics. I believe sparring is such a
Military Executions Continue
President Wilson and Secretary
demands of the union for recognition
sport. From the standpoint of;' the
Military executions continue here.
the
It Is understood that in
lawyer or any one. Interested in find Ignacib Iregoyan, a member of the president's absence Mr. McAdoo has soon after the strike was catted in
about the September.
ing out what construction the su cientifico party, who had been held been sounding senators
Yesterday tho minars
preme court of this state would place prisoner in the same room with Luis nomination and believes It will be presented a demand that all nnlca
upon the law forbidding prize fights, Terrazas, Jr., was taken from the confirmed. So far as known, the pres- - dues, Initiation
fees, fines, assess
and allowing sparring matches un state palaoe and shot, after having hctent has made no other selections ments and checkwe;ghman's fees ha
do editions, ; the verdict, of the paid $15,000 to tbe;, rebels, for which for the federal reserve board.
paid from wages of th miners be- fore
any bills should be paid et t!a
he
jury In the Willard case is disap- he was promised his liberty. HiJ
said
today
Secretary Houston
The denwru! vsj
pointing."
body was delivered to friends. Ha did not plan to resign from the cabi- company's store.
had been shot twice in the back of net to become a member of the board. refused and the walkout, followed.
the head and there were six other
wounds in-tbody.
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THE

NEAREST
ONE
CANNOT
REACH HER UNTIL EARLY TOMORROW MORNING

Halifax, N. S.,. Jan. 13. Groping
Japan, Jan. 13. A tidal
on Page Four)
her
(Continued
way toward St. John. N. B..
wave added its terror to the eartha blinding snowstorm, the
through
quakes and volcanic eruptions which
Royal Mail steamer Cobequid struck
struck Kagoshima in southern Japan TRIAL OF MAJORS TO
on a ledge at the entrance to the Bay
yesterday, according to official adof Fuudy early today. After send
vices today.
BE RESUMED MONDAY ing out wireless calls for assistance,
It is believed here that the Kagovessel's wireless apparently failed.
shima disaster will prove to be one
and it has not been possible to re
of the most serious in the history of
store- communication with her.
IN SECURING
JURDIFFICULTY
Japan. The loss of life and property
It first was reported that the steam
ORS CAUSES DELAY IN
increases with fuller news from the
er waa ashore off Brier Islauu on the
CASE
MURDER
scene.
east side of the bay, but the Hghcuouse
Communication Cut Off
Alamogordo, N. al., Jan. I'i. Six keeper there later reported that he
The full extent of the disaster
to Bit could not locate her. It was then
could not be ascertained today, as jurors were secured Monday
atthought that she might be on one of
all communication was cut off from in the trial of H. H. Majors, an
with
the ledges at the western entrance to
indictment
under
charged
Kunia-mottorney
the stricken district south of
She is said to have 150
80 or 90 miles north of Kago- causing lhe death of his daughter, the bay.
Wed- persons on board, including a crew of
shima. The navy department was Eudora. Court adjourned until
unable to obtain a wireless, reply nesday, pending the summoning of 75 men.
The Cobequid got off her course
from the warships sent to the scene, another batch of veniremen, as the
was exhausted.
when bound from the West Indies
although many messages were dis- first venireMajors' daughter's life was insured and Bermuda for St. John, N. B. Repatched to them.
she died mysteriously following ports received here state that the
and
Ashes to the depth of six inches
have fallen in the seaport of Miya-zak- i, the death, of her mother. The insur- steamer reported that her forward
ance company refused to pay the hold was filled with water, and, .thai,
on the east coast of Kiushiu.
wasshe was listing badly.
A postal employe who fled from policy on her life and the body
an
exhumed.
analysis of
Following
The Bay of Fundy was swept today
Kagoshima states that the big post
office building there collapsed dur- the contents of the stomach of the by a terrific northwest gale, accom
the grand jury returned an panied by thick snow, which made
ing the earthquake and tidal wave deceased,
indictment
resiagainst Majors. While difficult the task, of locating and asand that a great number of
indences were ruined, while many peo- he was in jail on this charge an
sisting the steamer.
con
into
the
was
started
investigation
The first news of the Cobequid's
ple and animals were killed or
dition of his second wife, who was plight reached here in a dispatch to
jured.
The navy and army departments ill at the time, and a further indict the department of marine ,and fishare giving succor and supplies to ment, charging that he had admin: eries off the Cape Sable wlriess staistered poison with intent to cause tion. The message said:
Kagoshima.
her
death, was returned. The wife
Haa Been Silent a Century
"Five a. m. today Cobequid reports
Sakura-Jima- ,
which in violent erup- recovered. She was formerly Miss being on the rocks off Brier Island,
teacher in
tion, Is destroying life and devastat- Isabelle Gibson, a school
Bay of Fundy. Have advised Kron
El
Tex., re
and
Antonio
Paso,
San
In
areas
over
extended
Prinzessln Cecilia to please assist."
ing "property
Kiushiu, southermost island of the spectively.
It was subsequeally learned by teleattorney
Majorsi is a prominent
main Japanese group,, has been quiet
from West Port, the nearest
phone
for more than a century, although it and Mason of New Mexico.
to Mrier Island, that no sign of
point
Mrs. Majors has returned to Ala
rears its cratered peak in a veritable
the Cobequid could be seen from
mogordo, from a stay with her mother there. The Brier Island lighthouse
land of volcanoes.
be a wlt
Directly to the south of it on one at San, Antonio, and will
keeper reported that he could hot loof the three lower tips of Japan ness in the case.
cate the Cobequid on the rocks off
stands Klamon lake, which is conthe island at the western entrance to
stantly active, while directly north
the bay.
and Shira-torisa- FURTHER DEFECTIONS
of it are Kirichlma-YamAs soon as the grounding of the
Both are active, and from
became known, C. C. Har-Cobequid
the former in 1895 came a tremenUNION'S RANIS vey, agent of the department of "maFR0I1
dous and destructive outburst. The
rine and fisheries, sent wireless incontour of hill and valley throughout
structions to the government steamer
the region all tells of volcanic origin WESTERN
OFFI
FEDERATION
Laurier to proceed to the steamLady
and activity, and the higher ridges
CIALS ANXIOUS BECAUSE OF
Under favorable
er's assistances'!
are scarred and eeered with ruins of
MICHIGAN STRIKE
Laurier should
the
conditions
Lady
lava, marked by precipitations of
tomorrow.
the
reach
early
Cobequid
13. Further
ash, and cut and torn by the convulHouirhton. Miqh.y-Jun- .
sent
station
Sable
the
When
Cape
sive earth shocks, which have atendj additions to
ranTos were re
ou't the radio call for help the messed the more serious disturbances.
ported at the northern end of the age was picked up by the Kroh Frin- Volcano Is 4,000 Feet High
copper strike district today, The man- - zessin Cecilie, Bremen for New York;,
Sakura-Jim- a
occupies almost the agement of the Wolverine mine said
Belfast for New
exact center of a small round island half a hundred Hungarians and Ital and the Belvedere,
are believed
steamers
other
and
in the Gulf of Kagoshima and direct ians had turned in their membership York,
as
the
to
Cobequid's
to
have
gone
ly in front of the city of Kagoshima, cards from the Western Federation
steamers are
Six other
sistance.
of
Satsuma.
of
the
province
capital
of Miners and had gone to work, and known
to be fighting their way
It is 4,000' feet high aud before the officials of the Ahmeek mine said
the storm to the aid of the
One
through
craters.
two
had
present eruption
of Cornishmen, miners of distressed vessel. These picked up
number
of these has been closed and silent
of experience, had applied for her first wireless call for help.
for many years, the other, a huge, years
The first claims of desertions
work.
, ragged opening In the mountain crest,
union came from the comfrom
the
small
has for. centuries Riven off
yesterday.
panies
NOTRE DAME BURNING
quantities of steam.
on totwo
One
union
of
meetings
Jan. 13. Notre Dame
Montreal.
Around ita base are several hot
day's program was held at Ahmeek. cathedral, famous the world over,
con
of
subterranean
evidence
springs,
It was the intention of the federation caught fire this afternoon from
ditions, and several draws in the
leaders to persuade the men there to blaze that originated in the business
which
lava
of
show
runs
jugged sides
stand firm, as the border line be- district. For a time it was thought
extend to the sea.
Keewenaw coun- that the fire waa tinder control, but
The Island and its volcano are tween Houghton and
best defended it was revived by a strong wind and
the
been
has
ties
scenically beautiful, and both Japanof
union
forces. '
the
stronghold
spread from a hardware store, where
ese and foreigners m largo numbers
in
has been in it started, to other structures.
the
ranks
break
The
The
per
them.
visited
constantly
When it was thought the fire was
manent population was considerable, consequential thus far, but the union
are anxious that it go no fur under control It broke out again and
leader
of
Much
to
25,000.
runnins; probably
fanned by a high wind, attacked adthe soil of the island was rich, and ther.
was at Calumet. loinlng structures.
other
Seven firemen
The
meeting
and
fruits
vegetables
sugar cane,
some of the were injured.
were extensively cultivated. Sakura- It was reported that
more
The fire waa finally subdued alter
Jima had its last general eruption in northern mines were receiving and
Laiirium,
The
a loss of sr.onioo.
1779, and while accurate information men from Calumet and
sit warehouse of Frotheringhmn & Worl
e.s to the. suffering and damage which this meeting also considered the
it inflicted is not available, the oc- uation in that section of the troubled man. hardware wholesalers, was
wrecked completely.
casion so impressed itself on the zone.
Tokio,
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BAKED FOLLOWS

THE

COLO WAVE CONTINUES

To Hold Refugees
Presidio, Tex., Jan. 13. The

MUST

REDUCE

TAXES

!,.-- ;

MORGANS'

EXAMPLE

situa-atio-

Denver, Colo., Jan.

n

on the border opposite Ojinaga,
resotved itself into
preparations for the removal of the
defeated Mexican federal army to
Fort Bliss at El Paso, Texas, where
the Mexican generals and soldiers are
to be held indefinitely by order of
the war department.
The proper caring for the refugees,
including 1,000 women and 300. children, besides the 3,000 or more soldiers
has imposed an unusual task
upon the 50t United States cavalrymen on the border - patrol at this
point.
Today the refugees were corralled
in a space about ten acres without
shelter, because no tents or houses
were available for them. When they
start northward to the railway station at Maria,, Tex., 7 miles over a
mountain road requiring several days
to travel, thay will have to be provisioned at various improvised camps
en route. The proposed inarching
a
stages to the railroad also u
"
selected. It will require the fi
l
at least four days to resell
road after they start.
To brimr system out of a
GeneraJ' Mercado's army hits been
as nearly as possible into !i
original commands, and th.- i
Mexico, today

NEW YORK BANKER ANNOUNCES
RESIGNATION FROM "BIG
DIRECTORATES
York, Jan. 13. George F
of the board of the
chairman
Baker,
First National Bank of New York,
today resigned from the board of
directors of the Chase National Bank
of New York. Mr. Baker is a director
of more important corporations than
anv other man in the country, and
his resignation from the Chase bank
was construed in Wall street as being in line with his decision, recently
announced, to reduce the number of
these directorships as rapidly as pos
New

sible.
When J- - p- Morgan announced re
cently his retirement from the boards
of a number of important corporations, Including the New Haven and
New York Central roads, In response
-

to - the growth of public sentiment
against interlocking directorates, Mr.
Baker said be hud Iccn seeking for
some time to cut down tho number
of directorships he holds. His resreignation from the Chase bank. Is
in. this
garded as the first

AND CENTRAL
ARE FROZEN BY

THE NORTHERN
STATES

BELO-

TEMPERATUES

W-ZERO

Washington, Jan. 13. Continued
cold that drove the mercury to zero
in many spots and as far as 84 de
grees below lii some, still gripped the
--

entire north and central portions of
the country today and caused much
suffering. Following lii' tho va'se'.of
Monday's St. Lawrence storm, which
passed out to whip the Newfoundland
coast, a blanket of still frost nettle 1
down for another day.
Put to the westward of tho wintry
region is another "area," as the weather sharps say, pressing for room
move, and as it slides eastward, it is,
expected to displace tha colder ai
tomorrow and bring relief.
1.

-

Attorn- opinUm

today that the city and county of
Denver must reduce its tat
a result of the decision of tho stata
supreme court yesterday, uj Logics
tha authority of the ulato - cmission. The attorney
that under the present levy f ts taxpayers of Denver would I' V k
than 15 per cent mora thsm t!ev C I
last yeas, which la
l.
;
ited in tho vw yv,
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HuslanJ, With Aid cf Carnal,
Effects Her Deliverance.

WILL LISTEN TO SUGGESTION OF
COMMERCE BOARD

EXPRESS COMPANIES

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalfon, ol
ihis place, says: "I suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
O. L. Owen,
Medicines patched me up for awhile

Santa Fe, Jan 13.
member of the New Mexico corpora- but then 1 would net worse again. Finaldecided he wanted me to
tion commission, who had been. In ly, my husband
the woman's tonic, so he
Cardui,
try
Denver for several days attending the bought me a bottle and I began using it.
meeting of the commission repre- It did me more good than all the medisentatives from zone four as set out cines I had taken.
I have induced many of my friends to
in the new express classification pretry Cardui. and they all say" they have
commerce
interstate
the
pared by
oeen benefited by its use. There never
commission, returned
yesterday, to aas been, and never will be, a medicine
it is
bis home hero. B. P. Seggerson, the to compare with Cardui. I believe troua good medicine for all womanly
(mtaiasion'3 rate expert, who (aio bles."
companied him, will return tomorrow. For over 50 years, Cardui has been
woman's sufferings and building
Sis of the states in the zone will
plan of weak women up to health and strength.
adopt the new or
vou are a woman, give it a fair trial.
rates, and the new rates will go into t Ifshould
surely help you, as it has a
comeffect as soon as the express
nillion others.
panies can publish tnelf tariffs.
Get a bottle of Cardui
In speaking of the new. rates today
Writ
Chattanooga Msdicina Co.. Ladier
Mr. Owen stated that there were no kdrisory it:
Dad Chattanooga, Tonn., (or Sttcial
on
your case and
MrncdVu
book, '"Home
raises at all dn packages under 25 Treatment for Woman,"
In plain wrapper, W.0. 1 28
43
under
few
pounds, and very
pounds, almost every new rate being
a. decrease.
In some instances the press charges in favor of the shipping
v
express company's rate on 100 pounds public. ,
resolved
lis
this
therefore
fit
alby
for a short haul is increased,
of representatives of the
though the big change is in the much committee
smaller amount charged for email various state commissions assembled
that we recommend to all of the state
packages.
The result of the meeting is very commissions in interest to adopt at
well set out in the following resolu- the earliest date possible the modi
fied principle as herein outlined as a
tion adopted by the meeting:
Pursuant to call lor a meeting of method or plan of stating express
and
the state commissions of the states of rates, within the fourth zone;
commitee
sense
of
this
is
that'
the
it
Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Col
remain in ef
orado and New Mexico, comprising that the present rates
can be
the fourth zone (under the order of fect until such modified plan
the
and
express
by
published
the interstate commerce commission), printed
relative to, express rates, with the companies.
Dated at Deuver, Col., this ninth
representatives of the various ex
of January, 1914.
dajy
press companies In interest; to be
Signed by O. L. Owen, chairman
held at Denver, Col., January 9, 1914,
A. W. Cole (Arizona)
for the purpose of arriving at a uni (New Mexico) ;
D. H. Staley
form method or plan of stating ex S. S. Kendall (Colorado),
H.
Miller
II.
(Idaho).
(Colorado),
press rates for intrastate shipments
states
fourth
in
the
in the various
wounds are painful and
Bagged
zone; In which conference the states
cause
much
annoyance. If not kept
New
of Arizona, Idaho, Colorado and
and become running
fester
clean
they
Mexico were represented;
and after
SNOW LINI
BALLARD'S
sores.
hearing the testimony and evidence MENT Is
an
antiseptic healing remedy
of the express companies with rela
such cases. Apply it at night betion to the method of stating express for
a
rates as provided in the order of the fore going to bed and cover with
a
in
heals
cotton
cloth
It
bandage.
interstate commerce commission and
Price
25c, 60c and fcl.OO
few
days.
in
as amended
the modified plan in
Co.
as out- - per bottle. Sold by Central Drug
connection with
TjAdv.
i
of
Association
"pj,d by; the National
Tiarlway Commissioners Committee at
IN SFSSION IN WASHINGTON
1
Chicago on December 11, 12 and 13,
Jan. 13 The Interna
Washington?
3913, and making of comparisons in
has
which
commission
tional
Joint
various districts of such plan or methtask of set
od of stating the express rates with been entrusted with the
various waterway and other
existing rates, and it appearing from tling
such comparisons that the package problems of mutual concern to the
rate is materially reduced for all dis- United States and Canada met today
tances in the zone, and it further ap It will discuss the application of
Northern Power com
pearing that the express companies the Michigan
to build a dam for
for
.any
authority
will make exceptions to the principle
in cases of circuitous routing of ship uovcr ptirpores at Sault Ste. Mar
ments and follow the rail line in such and a similar application of the Great
application, and it further appearing er Winnipeg water district to divert
that the express companies have ex- water from Shoal Lake, west of the
pressed themselves as being willing Lake of the Woods, for the purpose
to make further reductions in the of a water supply for the city of
hundred pound package rate for the
short distance hauls, which are inA Difference In Working Hours
creased by the application of the inday Is 8 hours.
terstate commerce commission's plan A man's working
must work perfect
His
organs
body
of block and
rates, and the ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
rates as recom- work. Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
modified
mended by the Chicago conference, can not do it. They must be sound
in case where such application works and healthily active all the time. Fo
ley Kidney Pills will make them so.
a hardship on the shipper, and in You
cannot take them into your sysview of the fact that the principle tem without good results following.
of stating express rates by the block O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
k
and
plan results in a ma- Store. Adv.
terial and beneficial decrease in ex- ng
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Inventor Will Long Be Remembered
as Originator of Famous
Gatling Gun.

The first of those terrible engines oi
warfare known as the GatliDg gun
was invented in 1862 by Richard Jordan Gatling, who was born in North
Carolina.
Gatling, the son of a rich
planter, was well educated, and early
devoted himself to scientific work and
mechanical experiments. His first de
vice was a screw propeller for steamships, on which, on applying for a pat
ent, he Jound himself anticipated bj
Ericsson. Next he contrived a machine for planting rice, wheat and other grain in drills, which proved highly successful. Having used his inventive genius in such a manner as to assist in feeding and preserving humanity, he next set about the task of contriving a machine for killing his fellows.
There were crude rapid fire
guns in use when Gatling turned his
attention to the subject, but they were
of little practical value. The Gatling
gun, soon led to a revolutionizing

ot

artillery, and until his death the inventor devoted his time almost exclusively to perfecting and manufacturing
tha,t formidable weapon, which hat
been adopted by all the armies of the
world. Tens of thousands of graves
now attest to the deadly accuracy of
the slaying machine Invented by Gat
ling.

Austrian Cooking Fat.
Lard is very expensive in Austria
especially at Carlsbad, consequently it
Is regarded somewhat As a luxury. As
a substitue a preparation known at
"spelsfett," or cooking fat, is used. It
Is sold under the name of "ceres," anc
it is said that its principal ingredient
is palm oil. This substance is pre
pared In the towns of Bodenbach anc
Aussig and sells for 145 crowns foi
100 kilos ($13.40 for 100 pounds) it
large quantities, or 1.6 crowns a kllc
cents a pound) in small quanti
(14
ties In Carsbad. It is put up In cakei
kilo (1.1 pounds!
weighing one-hal-f
and is sold without a container. Ir
appearance it is much like cottolene
Palm oil, owing to a treaty with Ger
,
man;-enters Austria under very mud
more favorable conditions than cotton
seed oil, the duty on the former being
2.6 crowns for 10 kilos, while the dutj
on the latter is 40 crowns.
He Had Heard It
lunch honr and
four genial bnBlness men were sit
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NEW
SPRING GING HAMS

LEADER

We are showing an excellent variety of new patterns and all colors in
the new line of Ginghams. Zephyrs of nice, fine texture in every desirable color and pattern, neat, serviceable and fast color, 27 inches wide

HER INCOME TAX

LAW MAY BE
TAKEN AS A MODEL FOR
OTHER STATES

Washington, Jan. IS. Tax legislation throughout the United States
during 1912 is reviewed in a final report on taxation of corporations
to President Wilson today by
Commissioner Davies of the bureau
of corporations. One of the striking
features of legislation! reviewed is
New York's secured debts law of
1911.
The Wisconsin. Income tax
law of 1911 Is considered the, most
important lax legislation in the eastern central and western central

12

2c

Per Yard
ZEPHYRS'-.-'-

inch fabric in attractive color combinations and excellent patterns,
suitable.for both women's and children's wear, per yard 15c.

&J32

"Dime"
Guaranteed

states.
"Other noteworthy features are
the decided trend toward greater centralization of the administration of
tax laws and the classification of
says
property for taxation purpor-es,the report "Wisconsin is a leading
example of the one and Rhode Island
of the other. Wisconsin, by ita Income tax law, centralized Ms administration of assessments and successfully reached intangible property
Without employing the classification
method. Rhode Island has adopted
the classification method underwhich
selected classes are . separated from
the general property of the state, and
each related class is taxed at a rate
which differs from the general property tax rate.
"Legislation with respect to the
estates of
decedents is
also noteworthy. By reason of the
lack of uniformity of state laws, such
estates are sometimes subject to taxation three and even four times
Massachusetts, however, has recog
nized the principle of taxing such
property but once, namely, by taxing
the real estate 'only. Personalty is
not taxed, since such property usu
ally passes in accordance with the
law of the jurisdiction where the de
New York, in
cedent is domiciled.
addition to taxing real estate, taxes
chattels located in New York, and
Wisconsin has passed inheritance tax
legislation looking toward a complete
physical-situ- s
basis for taxation."
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SCOTCH

pre-eeste- d
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docks

Laj VeaaLeadituiSloro

Joints that ache muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treated with BALLA- SNOjv LJNIMfJiN r. it penetrates to jtho
spot
where it is needed and relieves suf
fering. Price 25c, 50c and fl.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
'
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
.

Santa Pe, N. M., Jan. 13. The state
board of health and medical examin
ers is in session today in the cap!
toL Nine applicants for
physician's
licenses are being examined. The
board will be in session two days
Six of the seven members of the
board are present xhey are: Drs
W. D. Radcliffe, J. A. Massie,
Ricey G. V. Hackney, W. B.

L. G.
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MEETING OF GRAND
ting at a table. Outside the air wat
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. 13. The soft and balmy, and everything Ie
stewards and secretaries of the Grand nature was a sweet allurement tc
Gkn
One
circuit got together here today for buy a railroad ticket and beat it foi
tenth annual meeting. Before the woods. "It is in my system," re
their
L
I tuiilai W
one of the party, reflectively
the meeting adjourns it ia expected marked '
the open window
glancing
Every Woman Catti Loving Glance at that the schedule will have been ar- "There is through so
nothing
appealing as the
the Nestling Cuddled in its Bonnet.
ranged and all other preliminaries per- call of the wild." "It may strike yon
A woman's heart naturally responds to fected In connection with the coming that
way, old fellow," responded anthe charm and sweetness o a pretty child.
"But right
Bud more so
than ever before since season of harness meetings along the other, with a faint smile.
The advent of Mother's Friend.
here I beg the privilege of casting s
big line." The general expectation
vote." "You don't know
is that the circuit will be opened in dUsenting
what you are talking about, Jim!"
Delrolt
Michigan as usual and that
emphatically declared the first "Did
is likely to be restored to her old you ever hear the call of the wild?"
place as the initial link. From Mich "Yes," replied Jim, with something
igan the line of march is likely to be akin to a sigh, "from the head of the
to Cleveland, Pittsburgh, ITuffalo and stairs the other nght, when I didn't
"
A
!.,,.(
b
tt
down toward the east through Syra- get home till two o'clock in the morn
it
This is a most wonderful external help
ing.
cuse,
Hartford, Readville, Salem, perto the muscles and tendon. It penetrates
them
to
the tissues, makeg
readily haps, Providence and then west again.
pliant
Chinese Canals Greatest.
yield tj nature's demand lor expansion,
so there la no longer a period of pain,
China has led the world in the matnausea
or
other
sympstralmng,
Women and Wet Feet
ter of canal
and to this day
toms so often distressing during the anxious
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous stands firet making,
Weens of expectancy.
among the nations for tae
Mof.hr8 Inend preparej the RTatcm lor combination especially to women, and skillful utilization of her inland water
t,
sue coimuk even, utiu Its use Driuga
often result. Pack-ache- ,
rest and repose during the term. This congested kidneys
ways. One great canal maintains comand rheuirregularities
urinary
fens a most, marsed Imiumice upon the baby.
munication between Peking and Canresults.
not
unusual
are
6i!.tce it tmis Inherit
fevers
a
matic
splendid growing
ton, a distance of 1,200 miles, and the
I - n o(
and digestive function.
restore
the
Pills
regular
And pariicnijtrlv t ytmnsr tnothera ia this Foloy Kidney
total extent of the canals of China is
fanimt remedy of m'esi iiriable value.
It and normal action of kidneys and over
5,000 miles. Russia owns the long(mi lues h'T to prex'rve her health and bladder and remove the cause of the
and she rojmt'.ns a pretfv mother
Contain no habit forming est canal in the world, extending from
iiy n;ivnisr avoided nil the siifiVrirm and
tuat would otherwise aoeomnany dru?;s. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross St. Petersburg to the Chinese frontier,
fjanfF
'
Motiii-r'i, cnniin.
friend tnor-- Drug Store Adv.
a distance of 4,472 miles, and also the
si
mul
;.!y lm,ri n
every
second longest, covering 1,434 miles,
s a wire
i
i
' if f
between Astrakhan and St. Petersburg.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
on
1
v
n.tld eera-v- hi.
t i
t
This remedy has no superior for as regards numbers of separate canals
si. on a i
Is
i
.in-for the mini
concha find colds. It Is pleasant tr Hql'.and claims precedence, but hei
t
.11
r t
14
til-ono opium or other total mileage of tulaad
"
Tt contain
III
'
'
itlj.l
waterways is
'.
f
j
r rrrotic. It, always cures. For sak-I- out S30
all dealers. Adv.
1

WISCONSIN. WILL

And Hubby, Astonished at Their Erev
Ity, Wondered How That
Should Be.
A busy Englieh merchant was aboui
to leave his home in Brixton for a trif
on the continent, and his wife, know
ing hlB aversion to letter writing, re
minded him gently of the fact
"Now, John, you must be eyes and
ears for ua at home and drop us as
occasional post card telling, ua anything of interest Don't, forget will
you, dear?"
The husband promised. The next
morning his wife received a postal
card: "Dear wife, I reached Dover
all right Yours aff."
Though somewhat disappointed, she
thought her husband must have been
pressed for time. Two days later, however, another card arrived, with the
startling announcement: "Here I am
in Paris. Yours ever." And still later:
"I am indeed in Paris. Yours."
Then the wife decided to have a little fun and seized her pen and wrote:
"Dear husband, the children and I are
at Brixton. Yours."
A few days later she wrote again:
"We are still in Brixton."
In her last communlctaion she grew
more enthusiastic.
"Dear husband,
here we are in Brixton. I repeat It,
sir, we art in Brixton. P. S. We are
indeed."
In due time her husband reached
home, fearing that hie poor wife had
temporarily lost her senses, and hastened to ask the meaning of her
strange messages. With a winning
smile she handed him hie own three
postal cards.
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Irrigation Fees
The state engineer today turned
over to the state treasurer the sum of
$1,097.65 collected in irrigation fees
in the six months from July first to
December 31 inclusive.
Many Remittances
The
mail brought a big
batch of checks to the state treasurer's office this morning., The remittances were as follows: Union counSocorro,
$10,439.93;
ty f 2,020.31;
Roosevelt, $6,635.90; Rio Arriba, 5126,-an- d
$300 for the district attorney's
salary; Eddy $2,872.71; Taos,
and Valencia $86.35.
Three Convicts Leave Road Gany
John Harvey Foster, from Colfax
county; George Julian, from Colfax
count, and Bernard Duran, from
Grant county, all short term men, and
eligible for parole in a few months,
have taken French leave from the San
Marcial convict road camp, and the
penitentiary authorities have offered a
reward of $50 each for their capture
They were sent out recently in the
honor gang of 30 which went to work
on the state road.
Woman's Auxiliary Meets
The first meeting of the Woman's
auxiliary board of managers of the
San Diego exposition is being held
this afternoon in the Old Palace. The
meeting was called for 2 p. m. Several members of the board which
numbers 2S, were expected this afternoon. Mrs. W. J. Fugate of Las Vegas, arrived last night.
Still in the Mountains
In a letter from E. S. Wright, a
major in the cavalry, acting for L.
M. Brett, lieutenant colonel In charge
of the Yellowstone national park, he
acknowledges the receipt of New Mexico's application, approved for 50 elk,
and gives the state game department
the names of two men who make a
business of capturing elk for the government He states, however, that
the season has heretofore been so
mild that the elk have not been driven out of the mountains by hunger
yet, and that from present indications the capturing season this year
will be very short.

AND TUB

over-Sunda- y

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK

CONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FCR ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

1

(
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Kaser
and R. K. McClanahan.
Dr. W. T.
Joyner of Roswell was unable to be
A good remedy for a bad cougb is
present.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP,
First, Tax Move of 1914
The state board of equalization met it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation.
this morning according to law to fix Price 25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle.
valuations for 1914 on the various Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
classes of property required by law
to be fixed by the board. This Includes railroad, express, sleeping car,
telegraph and telephone companies.
national and state banks and trust
CAPITAL PAID IN
companies, and live stock. A number
$100,000.00 ,
of attorneys and representatives of
the various railroads were present,
and they expressed themselves as satisfied with the fairness and justice of
the state board's previous actions.
The secretary, Howell Earnest, also
J, M. Cunningham, President
presented the letter from the assess
Frank. Springer,
ors of the state, devised by them at
their meeting here of December 16
and 17, and after it was read, the chairman and secretary of the board were
instructed to answer it, and It would
get the approval of the board before
sending it out.
The board Is still In session this
afternoon.
That 30 Per Cent Is PalrJ
The 30 per cent oi the Nave-Wbe-r
salaries of employes of the various
offices of the capital was paid today
CAPITAL"
and as the December salaries were
full
in
on
state
December 31, the
paid
Office with
Is again on a cash basis paying all
accounts in full, ana does not face
bankruptcy.
WM. G. HAYDON.
.
Railroad Map Arrives
KELLY
IL
W.
The railroad map of the sta'te corD. T. HOSKINS
poration commission arrived from the
t
printers this morning. It is printed
with each road in a different color,
and is the most complete map of its
sort ever issued of New Mexico.

ci Vjf

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
13

n

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

INTEREST PAID
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VEGAS

ON TIMED

DEPOSITS

IAS VEGAS jAVIRIGS
STOCK

.

BANK

'03D,CSG.GD

the San Miguel National Bank

.

President
Vlce pregjdent
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Treasurer

Interest Pevid On Deposits
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KEYNOTE OF

CHINA
LIEVES IN AN EFFICIENT
GOVERNMENT

BE'

kUl

Refused to Go Through RHet of Ht
a.
People and It Promptly

IS

A

New York. The whole life of tha
primitive Eskimo ie governed by precedent.
Although
outwardly tha
freest and most irresponsible being
in the world, he 1b in reality the slave
of public opinion and the numberless
customs and superstititions of his ancestors. The ways of his fathers are HIS PARTY IN ENGLAND" IS HANDICAPPED BY HIS DIRECT
good enough for him, and the world
METHOD
of the old men and
who

Off Right With a Good
Laxative and Then Watch
Their Food
Mothers are often unconsciously
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to eat tho same
foods. The fact is that all foods do
not agree alike with different per
sons. Hence, avoid what seems to
constipate the child or to give it indigestion, and urge It to take more
of what is quickly digested.
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation it should immediately be
given a mild laxative to help the
bowels. By this is not meant a physic
or purgative, for these should never
be given to children, nor anything
like salts., pills, etc. What the child
requires is simply a small dose of
the gentlest of medicines, such as Br.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which, in
the opinion of thousands of watchful
mothers ,1s the ideal remedy for any
child showing a tendency to constipation. So many thlng3 can happen
to a constipated child that care is
necessary. Colds, piles, headaches,
sleeplessness, and many other annoyances that children should not have
can usually be traced to constipation.
Many of America's foremost families are never without Syrup Pepsin,
because one can never tell when
some member of the family may need
it, and all can use it. Thousands endorse it, among them Mrs. M. E. Patten, Valley Junction, Iowa, who is
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13. Thoroughness
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Fekin,
seems to be the keynote of the present administration' of China. The
Blmpliclty of President Yuan
Shi-ka- l
would delight President ,Wood-roRALPH M. PATTEN
Wilson and charm unto new
never without it in the house. Mrs:
the celebrated William
Patten says that Syrup Pepsin has
Jennings Bryan benign beam.
done wonders for her boy Ralph, who
China's president does not believe
was constipated
from birth but is
in individuau extravagance in the face
now doing fine. Naturally she i3 enThe
- i
wealthy
"neediness."
of national
, f '
thusiastic about it and wants other
ones of this capital must set an exShi-ka- l
bemothers to use it. ' Dr. Caldwell's
ample of thrift, and Yuan
Syrup Pepsin" is sold by druggists at
lieves with John D. Rockefeller and
fifty cents and one dollar a bottle,
Andrew Carnegie that "thrift is altho latter size being bought by those
ways possible." Put into American
who already know its value, and it
la ea"It
says:
the
president
speech,
contains proportionately more.
fx, L
sier to save the accumulated dollars,
Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin as it
but it is best to save the more preIs very pleasant to the taste. It is
cious cent." And thrift, like charity,
and free
also mild and
should "begin at home."
from injurious1 ingredients.
So, turning aside from other cares
Families wishing to try a free sam
of office, President Yuan has given
pie bottle can obtain it postpaid by
verbal Instructions to Chu
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
minister for home affairs, to put a
Washington St., Montlcello, 111. A
habits
on
extravagant
certain
curb
postal card with your name and ad'
of opulent Pekinese. His excellency
on it will do.
dress
to
perthe
made special reference
formance of theatricals for days at a
Primitive Eskimo.
stretch on occasions of social celebra- sented by the Shansi frontier com- formerly adopted in dealing with
treasure up ancient precedent Ilka
tion, and the large stakes reputed to missioner.
.
that the Pharisees
establishme'r?;;
of old, is the standard
known
is
what
on
at
times,
laid,
a
certain number of opium shops he lives and dies
,be
Chang Ch'len, minister of industry is,
by.
Dominoes."
as "Playing the Sparrow
and commerce, is studying closely which must close their doors will be
For an Eskimo to break one of these
Minister Chu has promptly acted up- the provisions of vthe new United chosen periodically by drawing lots unwritten laws is to render himself a
on the good advice and there is a States
currency law end central re- The first drawing Is txpected to take social outcast Although treated with
generally commendable disposition to serve bank plan. He favors the es- place In January. At the end, all of kindness, he is no longer reckoned as
conform with Yuan's desire for econ- tablishment of a central bank, with such shops will disapear from the a member of the tribe. I well remember such a case on the Diomedes.
omy and simplicity.
local banks to act a Its auxiliaries, settlements."
A brother-in-laof the chief had early
outlining as a means to correct Chinese currenPremier Hsiung Hsi-linIt Is the old, pathetic story: China embraced
being convertChristianity,
proposed reforms, indicates that the cy irregularities. Minister Chang urg- laboring hard to relieve herself of ed on a trip to Nome by one of the
govin
the
featured
Bide
will
be
social
es the importance of Investing the the cancer born of the imported 'drug first missionaries. Being a very conernments' education plans. Many of larger proportion of new loans in ac- Europe dallying reluctantly with the scientious man, ht soon recognized
the incompatibility of retaining his
the old Chinese usages and customs tual industrial development, while he scalpel.
faith and conforming to the worship
are to be revived or retained: Strict advocates the limiting of such loans
of his people. The spirit of the Scotch
provisions are to oe drawn up for to the lowest possible point.
Covenanters was in his veins. He rethe punishment of erring officials,
The prediction of Chang Hu, made OIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
fused to go through the usual rites of
while those who have served their several months ago in conversation
his people, and prayed to the God of
t:ountry well are to receive adequate with the. Russian minister, that the
HAIR me wmte stranger at nome. As a
BEAUTIFY
YOUR
revised
to
be
are
laws
The
rewards.
result he was forbidden his place in
salt revenue for 1913 would amount to
in the light of modern teachings and at least $10,000,000 Chinese currency,
the village kos-g- a (or meeting place),
the old tenets and customs of the has been more than realized. During MAKE IT THICK, GLOSSY, WAVY, where every man has his recognized
station, carefully graded according to
country.
the revolution this revenue dwindled
LUXURIANT AND REMOVE
merit. His son was not allowed to
"We must not rush forward madly," to $6,000,000 from $40,000,000; and,
ALL DANDRUFF
dance with Cu? young men. or witness
our
"in
attempt
declares the premier,
now. Chans Hu, who bas been devot
of the councils or
to grasp radical ideas regarding equal- ing himself untiringly to the work of Your hair becomes light, wavy, any reserved for the
his daugh
men;
lngs
and
sane
ity and cast off all the
reorganization, expresses his confi- fluffy, abundant and appears as soft, ters could not take part in the annual
wholesome views of our ancient dence that the
high lustrous and beautiful as a young dance of the women, nor was any
statesmen."
total will soon be exceeded.. The new girl's after a ''Danderine hair cleanse." member of the tribe bold enough to
ask them in marriage. They all mar
A detailed plan has been perfected
system of administration has been in Just try this moisten a cloth with
for the levying and collection of taxes operation in the Lianghuai district a little Danderine and carefully draw ried Siberian strangers and left the
and the assurance of honest and econ- for only three months, and already it through your hair, taking one small old man's house desolate, but he stuck
to his faith to the last. In my hum
omical administration.
splendid results have been obtained. strand at a time. This will cleanse ble opinion, he was the best Christian
The government is considering the
Fabulously wealthy as China is in the hair of dust, dirt and excessive I ever met Always cheerful, always
recommendation of Foreign Minister mineral resources, according to a re- oil and in just a few moments you ready to help,
living daily the faith
that four new legations cent statement issueo by the ministry have doubled the beauty of your hair. that was in him, he was tne only
Sun Pac-cCuba
Besides beautifying the hair at once, Eskimo I ever saw who was brave
Te established in Spain, Brazil,
of mines, there are no more than five
and Mexico.
re- Danderine dissolves every particle of enough to withstand the witch-dothe
througout
enterprises
mining
A new province exterior to the great public with a capital of $10,000,000 and dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invig- tor.
as
of
wall, with the city
five with $1,000,000 capital. The ad orates the scalp, forever stopping itchin
be
created
and falling hair.
to
DE MAUPASSANT AS CANNIBAL
is
provincial capital,
vantage of encouraging foreign Invest ing
But what will please you most will
accordance with the memorial pre ment Is pointed out and regulations
ba after a few weeks' use when you Famous French Novelist Said to Have
are promised assuring prospector ami
Had Human Flesh on His
will actually see new hair fine and
capitalist a liberal return after paying
Table.
at
new
first
but
downy
yes
really
the government a moderate royalty.
hair growing all over the Bcalp. If
Paris. "Guy de Maupassant as a
Excellent progress nas been made
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots Cannibal" is the subject of a remarkbanof
the
towards the extermination
of It surely get a 25 cent bottle of able reminiscence JuBt published for
dits who for years preyed upon the Knowlton's
mediDanderine from any drug- the first time by a
Honan
more remote settlements of
cal man, Maurice Pillet, in the Scior
toilet
It.
and
Just
counter,
gist
try
Tien-chuprovince. General Wang
'
Adv. entific Review. Pillet recounts that
Tell How She Was Saved who was specially chosen by Presione day the great writer was coming
out of his club when a carman sudShih-ka- i
to break up the
Yuan
Pinkdent
E.
by Taking Lydia
CHANGE IN FLORIDA BISHOPS
denly fell from the top of a tall dray
fastnesses
bands
Infesting
marauding
Orlando, Fla., Jan. 13. Lay and at his feet De Maupassant picked
nam Vegetable
in the vicinity of Nanhao, Luehih, clerical leaders of the
Episcopal him up and took him to a hospital, but
Compound.
Hsunhsien and Neihsien, has com- church In the diocese of Southern the man died on the way. Asking to
pletely restored peace and order Florida gathered here today for their see the house surgeon, who was a
Logansport, InL
"My baby was throughout Honan, east of the
friend of his, De
over a year old and I bloated till I Was
annual convocation.
The session will him, as soon as theMaupassantwasbegged
be
will
over,
autopsy
work
The
railway.
a burden to mvse'f.
last three dayB and will be of more to let him have a piece of the dead
continued until the last vestige of than
I suffered from
ordinary Interest inasmuch as man's flesh. The next day the doctor
trouble so I outlawry disappears. This profession the occasion will mark the formal re- sent a small quantity of this unusual
could not stand or. of bandits and pirates Is one of the
tirement of Bishop William C. Gray, meat to De Maupassant,- who at once
my feet and I felt
sent it down to his kitchen, with inhanded down from the "old who has been at the head
legacies
of the dio- structions to
like millions of
officials of the re- grill It for luncheon.
cese for more than 20 years. Bishop After finishing the
needles were prick- regime." which the
grim dish De Mauand!
force
with
tacklinz
nro
nH!
me
all over. At
ing
Gray is succeeded by Bishop Cameron passant decided that anthropophagy
White
bandit,
last my doctor told prudence. The principal
Mann, who at his own request has need have no attractions for the Eurome that all that Wolf, basked in Imn.anity so long been transferred to
thJs diocese from pean gourmet, as the human meat was
would save me was
I
WW 1
very insipid and tasted like overdone
that it was with difficulty hia hold North Dakota.
r
a n operation, but
veal.
wild clansmen could be
the
upon
this I refused. I
sent
force
the
strong
shattered
by
told thy husband to get me a bottle of
Another "Dot end Dash" Romance.'
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- against him.
Hartford, Conn. Another "dot and
A conclusive proof ot the vigilance,
pound and I would try it before I would
dash" romance has reached a happy
submit to any operation. He did so and energy and sincerity of the Chinese
culmination.
Miss Georglanna South-wortI improved right along. I am now doing government in enforcing the opium
a telegraph operator employed
all my work and feeling fine.
is voiced in the folowing
In the Postal telegraph office here,
"I hopeother suffering women will try prohibition
(Shanghai)
the
made
"met" Edward A. Conrey of the New
admission
by
your Compound. I will recommend it
York office over the wire some years
News:
China
North
Daily
to all I know."
Mrs. Daniel D. B.
ago. In dull moments they flashed
Da.vis.110 Franklin St,Logansport,Ind.
"Opium prohibition in the interior
I )
A
Morse messages to each other.- A
en
Since we guarantee that all testimo- has of late been very stringently
short time ago they had a formal,
SIC'
W
nials which we publish are genuine, is it forced, and, 4n consequence, many
meeting and their marnot fair to suppose that if Lydia E. smokers have flocked to Shanghai as
followed.
riage
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has the their
happy hunting ground. The
virtue to help these women it will help
shops in the settlements have
opium
Colonel Cody Laments Horse's- Loss.
ny other woman who is suffering in a
increased in number with wonderful
Denver, Colo. Col. W. F. Cody,
like manner?
made
Yuan
Bill," wept when his famous
has
"Buffalo
President
If you are ill do not drag along until rapidity.
horse, Isham, which be has ridden for
an operation is necessary, but at once representations to the consular body
nearly 25 years, was put on the auctake Lydia E." Pinkham's Vegetable through Dr. Chang with a view to retion block. The proceeds of the sale
Compound.
stricting the objectionable trade, but
will be applied on lien a against the
'
Write to Lydia E. Finkham so far he has failed to achieve his
Buffalo Bill Wild West uliow and
Kre1icineCo(conddrntSal)Lynn,
the muniPawnee Bill's Far East show, which
I Taws. Yoar letter tvil be opened, object. Now, we hear that
own acof
their
went into Uckrvittcy rnwou-- .
have,
council
cipal
read and answered fey a woman
method
the
to
repeat
and lucid la strict confidence.
cord, proposed
Chi-chie-
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London, Jan. 13. One of the reasons for the day in opening the nego-tion- s
between the liberal and unionist leaders on the subject of Ulster's
opposition to home rule, has been the
lack of personal fETations .between
the prime minister and'Bonar Law,
the leader of the opposition. In England, until recent years, the relations
between the heads of the two great
parties were such that negotiations
of the kind could very easily be opened at some social function, thus depriving them of that iormality which
so often prevents such' interchanges
from being successful.
Mr. Asquithand Arthur Balfour, the
late unionist leader, were, although
they differed on almost every conceiv
able political question, personally on
the most cordial and intimate terms,
and in their informal conversations
were able to settle many matters,
which 'otherwise mignt hava caused
no end of friction. Not bo Bonar Law
and the prime minister. Law was
an untried man when he wag selected
leader of the opositlon, because the
unionists, who wanted Austen Chamberlain as leader, and. the old line
conservatives, who wanted Walter
Long, could not come to an agreement He Jsi an entirely different
type than the leaders England has
been used to. Trained In a severe
Scottish business atmosphere he has
none of the finesse and diplomacy
that comes naturally to the Engltsh
parliamentarian, who from childhood
has been educated to take his place
among the legislators of his country.
Mr. Law has a more direct way with
him than the averago house or com
mons man, and probably without In
ays
tending to offend, very often
tilings that are not easily forgotten
by those at whom they are aimed. For
example, Mr. Balfour would never
have made the mistake as Mr. Law
did of accusiug Mr. Asquith in the
house of commons oi personally hav
ing no principles and making a cal
culated misstatement Mr. Asquith
at the time resented this very bitter
ly, and it still rankles In the breasts of
his followers. On the plaform, too,
he has a directness that while it
arouses an audience aoe3 not appear
well in print, especially coming trom
the leader of a party which prides itself on its gentlemanly instincts.
Therefore tho negotiations in regard
to the Ulster question must be started
by tne lieutenants of the two Iaders
and as far as the unionists are concerned mig
be carried to a finality
the
by
juniors in the party. One the
liberal side, however, the final word
must come from Mr. Asquith himself.

frca Lcnj

Recovered

Trcslle Now Insured
Insurance companies will not accept
inv one affected with Lunj; Trouble.

When you know a man who hus been
afflicted and who later bns
Insured,
auch action menus Unit the iiolicy-tiohJe- r
must be In a very good state of health,
discs have been reported when Lmij
Sufferers, after tuklnu Kckman s Alterative, a remedy for Throat and Ltrntr
Troubles, have Successfully passed the
medical test of Insurance
cooipanie.
Read this case:
2rt7 Dean St.. Brooklyn, N. T.
"Gentlemen:
About a year and a half
Bjro I noticed that my health was rapidly
I was troubled
(ailintr.
with ulmht
weats. s nevere couch and waa very
weak; having, In fact, absolutely no ambition whatever.
About this time I consulted a physician, who told me my lunga
were affected. Not satisfied 1 went to another doctor, who, after examining me,
that I was lu the first stsfres of Lung
Trouble. At this point I Jrtarted to take
Eckman's Alterative.
The ninht sweHta
my couch
stopped almost immediately,
became looser and gradually disappeared.
My weight Is now 142 pounds and my
physician has- pronounced me perfectly
Bound which,
together with the fact
that I have Just been accepted by two
different insurance companies for Insurance, makes me sure of my entire recovery bv Eckman'a Alterative."
W. E. GEE.
(Aflldav)
(Above abbreviated; more on ropiest.)
Eckman's Alterative hus been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and
Affections,
Bromliltts, Rronehiul Asthma. Ktubboru
Colds and in upbuilding
the system.
g
Contnlns no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telliDg
drugs.
of recoveries, and write to Kckinan
laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggist

and E.
Compay.

.

Murphey

and Central Drug

preme command of the army and the
first work she undertook was to head
a section of the army to visit the
homes of the local counsellors, who
had refused to allow the East end
sufragettes tjo use (the Bow Baths
for their weekly meetings. In a narrow street before a counsellor's nome,
battle was joined with a special squad
of police. The East end hooddura dearly loves a fight, but he does not fancy
facing heavy odds ana the strffrageHe
leader soon found herself with only
a remnant of the old guard left about.
But undaunted she charged, swinging
a rope loaded with lead, and to this
formidable weapon. Inspector Potter,
who met the full snock of the attack
at the head of a picked squad of London's best, owes his two black eyes.
Before she could do any more damage to the representatives of "man
made law," Miss Emerson was gathered In by the constables, who kept
their prisoner despite the desperate
efforts made to effect her release.
'

The Suffrage Service league has
been organized with many prominent
women as members, whose first aims
will be the support of parliamentary
candidates who are pledged to vote
for woman's suffrage.
The members of the society will
make as their first aim the support
of parliamm'ary candidates who are
pledged to vote for woman's suffrage.
The next step will bo to study the
civil duties and oportunities that wom
en already possess and to make use
of them; and the third duty will be
to perform some definite organized service for the benefit of the community.
While not using militant methods
the new organization will be military
in form. The primary unit will be a

bund consisting of II mcrotser
by a captain. Ten iBU't.-- aoeM,-together will be placed vwh r a le-- iter and these leaders will be
members of the governing council of
et-o'S-

the society. The captains and
bands undertake to work for the suffrage strenuously and along cerlaia
definite lines, political social and philanthropic.
The league is headed by L&uy
and among the members of tlsa
committee are Lady Clara Annesley,
Lady Mary Plunkett, Lady Muir Mackenzie, Mrs. Eonald McNeill and Miffs
Bertha Mason.
tb-i-

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fever-lshnesHeadache,, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels and destroy Worms.
They break up Colds in 24 hours.
They are so pleasant to the tast
Children like them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used by Mothers for 2
years. They never fail. Sold by alf
Druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FRER.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Eoy, N.
s.

Y.

Adv.
NEW AUXILIARY

BISHOP

Milwaukee, Jan. 13. Final arrangements were malo today for the conseKuzlcwsk
cration of FalhiT Edwa-as auxiliary bishop io Anhbianopt
Messmer, of the Catholic atchdioces
of Milwaukee. The coaaecratloa ceremonies vfll take placa tomorrow
morning in St Johns caydral and
na
will be attvidod by many pro
of then
various
from
parts
prelates
country.
d
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CMARETniBIE
LIVER AND EOTELS
BULLY!
NO HEADACHE,
SOUR STOMACH, BAD BREATH,
CONSTIPATION
box now.
Get a
Are you keeping your liver, stom-

FEEL

10-ce-

ach and bowels clean, pure and fresh,
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few day3 with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
important.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse tm
stomach, remove tha sour, undigested,
and fermenting food and foul gases;
take the excess bile from the liver and
carry out of the system the constipated waste matter and poison in ths
i
bowels.
No odds how sick, headachy, biiiour
and constipated ypu feel, a Cascaret
tonight will straighten yon out by
morning. They work while you
A
box from your druggist will
keep your head clear, stomach sweet
and your liver and bowels regular for
months. Don't forget the children
their little insides need a gentl
cleansing, too. Adv.
10-ce-
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Illness and prison bars have deprived the Women's Social and Political union of its ablest leaders and
the organization, once noted for an
efficiency aproachlng almost to mili
tary genius, has fallen upon evil
The attempt to prevent the
times.
arrest of Mrs. Emeline Pankburst,
when she randed at Plymouth on hei
return from America, resulted m a
farce which reacted as mueh on the
ollce as on the baffled miiltans, for
the elaborate police precautions were
made ridiculous by the inaptitude of
"General" Mrs. Flora Drummond's
well advertised bodyguard. The militants declare in explanation of the
fiasco that Mrs. Drummond Is more
fit for tho hospital than the foray,
and that absence of Annie Kenny, her
ablest lieutenant, completed the disorganization.
Whatever the cause may be, even
the friends of the militants 0t not
deny that the fighting forces are
sadly depleted and furthermore, while
the backers of the movement still
continue to pour money into the treasury, the supply of recruits is becoming thinner daily. No leaders seem
to have arisen to take the place of
those who are incapacitated, and the
full treasury will bo so much dross
if workers cannot be found to spend
it in the peculiar manner the militant affects to irrttate Britons into
giving her the vote.
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when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric light at so

little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and
effectiveness afforded by no

ctl.;r

illuminate.

Test the merit

of electric

light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like

the

present.

Electricity-convenie- nt

- safe - sanitary- -

face-to-fac- e

Miss Zelie Emerson, the American
suffragette, who has been one of the
most active spirits a the organization of the "People's Army" in the
East end, set her followers a good
example before her arrest recently,
and as a result of a fight' which !'h?
put up, then- Inspector Potter of t'
Metropolitan police lias been w tr. '
two Mack eyes.
,
After the arrest of Sylvia
Miss Emerson was left in bu- -

in n
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SANTA FE WILL HAVE NOVEL
(Continued from Page One)
ATTRACTION AT THE SAN
cities of Japan. It Is the old capital
DIEGO EXPOSITION
of the famous Satsuma clan, so conSan Diego, Cal., Jan. 13. Former spicuous In both the old and new
wild men Japan and the scene of the last bat
Entered at the postoffice at East expositions have shown
women from the Antipodes, but tle of the Satsuma rebellion. The
and
n
Ma Vegas, New Mexico,, for
it has remained for the San Diego great Siago, who led the revolution.
through the United fates
exposition to find a whole nation of committed hari kari when he eaw his
Avails B3 second clasa matter.
wild men wilhin the borders of the last line waver and fall, and the

TO DE REBEL

OLD GOLD
it does no one a.ny good to
keep it and we can makeit
into something serviceable

.

graves where he and hundreds of
his warriors lie, constitute one of
the great national shrines,
Britain Bombarded the Place
.15
When Japan refused to give satis
.65
faction for the murcor of the English
7.50
Pae Year
man, Richardson, in 1SC2, Great BritDally, by Mall
ain dispatched a squadron of seven
Dae year (In advance)
$6.00 duce.
ships under Admiral Kuper, who
JEix Months (In advance)..
3.00
This locality is known as the paint- bombarded and burned Kagoshima.
. 7.50 ed desert. It's a land where no The later fame of the city rests on
One Year (in arrears)
3.75 white man-ha- s
Six Months (in arrears)
dared attempt agri the manufacture of the well known
They're calculated to scare, folks off
culture or mining, where there is Satsuma crockery ware.
instead of attraction them here."
nothing but the Indian, hla ancient
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Illustrated Sunday Magazine.
civilization unaltered, living in six
GROWER
Big Death List
One Year'
$2.00 story houses of 100 rooms without an
Nagasaki, Japan, Jan.
cumbers
Special rope
1.00 outside door, doing the Bame things tions today are that the death1 list
Fix Months
in the same way his forefathers did from the earthquake and volcanic dis Those Used In the Alps Are Selected
for centuries before white men came turbances around Kagoshima will' run
for Strength, Reliability and
(Cash in Advance for Mall
to America.
into the thousands.' Government au
Lightness.
Subscriptions)
ififfrtTur a !
fis ...r;B f. n
Comparatively few white men have thorities' declared fthat any official
Kemit cy cneck, draft or money
climhers Je
used
The
byiiAlpine
extent
None
has
cif?:the
this
district
rpe
of
the disaster
rder. If sent otherwise we will not penetrated
as
combining
of
manufacture,
special
remained there. At long intervals a would he impossible for several days.
fee responsible for loss.
far as, possible the different qualities
fast
scientist
the
has
The population of the city Kagoshima, of
penetrated
Specimen copies tree on application,
strength, flexibility and lightness.
nesses of the red and yellow hills. which is almost completely buried in
Three qualities are in general use,
Indians emerge from it occasionally volcanic ashes and stones, was 60,000 being made from sisal, Italian and
KLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT but thay invariably teturn. Their at
the last census. The population of Manila hemps respectively, and occa
EXPIRATION OF TIME
homes are the - identical buildings the adjoining island of Sakura, the slonally, whea'cest Is not a consider
PAID FOR
erected many centuries ago. Their center of the disturbance, Is given tionfof silk..The latter, though very
Is not so durable as
pottery is the same, asrd for the as 15,000. On the island hundreds are light and strong, which finds most fa
the others. That
same
same
and
rude
in
the
purpose
Advertisers are guaranteed the
reported to have perished beneath vor among British mountalneeers It
Their customs and tribal the streams of lava from the volcano known as Buckingham's Alpine rope
lEaxgest daily and weekly circulation manner.
ml any newspaper In northern New laws remain unchanged since when of Sakura-JimMany more were un It is made of the best Manila hemp.
no man knows to the contrary They
In the year 1864 a committee of th
Mexico.
doubtedly drowned while attempting
irrigate small patches of grain just to escape.
Alpine club made tests upon a numbei
of ropea suitable for mountaineering
as did their forefather.., The counDoctors and hospital attendants
were approved ont
TELEPHONES
try repels' even the hardy prospector. have been sent to the scene, but It Of the two that
was made of Italian hemp and the
Business Office
Main 2 Trees, except those
into
'petrified
is difficult to reach the spot, as rail- other of Manila. They both had
News Department
Main 8 stone, are not seen. No two hills
road communication is impeded by breaking strain of two tons and sua
are of the same color. The very locks
man
the heaps of ashes and the tracks tained the weight of a
Tua pitiless
are variegated in hu-j- .
from a height of ten feet
after
falling
TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1914.
earthbeen
the
dislocated by
have sometimes
sun scorches all vegetation encourag having
quakes.
considered this Insufficient, but it it
ed by the winter and spring rains.
The violence of the eruption of Sak- highly problematical whether the hu
CLOTHES AND THE MAN
Members of the Santa Fe exploring ura-Jima
is so great that showers of man anatomy could survive the sud
party declare the painted desert rivals dust are
here today, although den compression of a thin rope aria
falling
T! ;ht fitting cults with unpadded the wonderful Grand Canyon of the
the distance between Nagasaki and ing from any greater fall. Fry's Mag
S
shoulders, and overcoats with kimono Colorado to grandeur and beauty of
azlne.
or uaiwing eleeves and exhibiting a scenery. A second party has been the Island of Sakuri is about 90 miles.
horse blanket effect, are among the sent into it to gather material for the
False Teeth an Italian Invention-Nnew depatures in men's attire pro- great exhibit the railway will install
doubt the statement of a firm ol
posed by the National Association of at the San Diego exposition, to con- to feel that
that they sell over
manufacturers
your stomach troubles
false teeth a year, is well
Clothing Designers.
tain everything possible to bring from were over, that you could eat any
But while talk re propose, man dis- that region, a territory that seems to kind of food you desired without in- founded, since everyone uses them
to re
poses. The ma:e of the human spe- have been forgotten by nature her- jury? That may seem so unlikely to these days. It seems, however,
use
the
to
the
fact
that
call
that
even
not
do
you
an
memory
for
you
hope
cies Is more conservative than the self.
ending of your trouble, but permit us Of artificial teeth is just a little ovei
a'emale In the matter of raiment. He
to assure you that It Is not altogether a hundred years old.
disdains color, and It would take
If others can be cured
impossible.
The first successful maker was Gius
IT IS GROWING
permanently, and thousands have sepangelo Fonzi, an Italian dentist,
something more powerful than a
Washington, Jan. 13. Four hundred been, why not you? John R. Barker, who started practice in Paris in 1798
court injunction to put him In hobble-trouser-s.
eighty-eigh- t
and
organizations now of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them. and, thanks to his skillful treatment
Perhaps the tailor's fash-Jo- n
of the He says, "I was troubled with heart- of Lucien Bonaparte, soon made his
the
constitute
membership
plates for 1914 will modify his
burn, indigestion, and liver
United until I used Chamberlain's complaint way. After years of experiment he
commerce
of
of
the
chamber
clothes in details. No doubt he will
Tablets, discovered the substance from which
consent to have the padding go from States of America. Every state and then my trouble was over." Sold by artificial teeth are still made, and re
all dealers. Adv.
his shoulders, and he will cheerfully i territory is represented, with the exceived the gold medal of the French
Commercial
Mexico.
New
of
cention
allow the addition or subtraction of
Academy of Science. One of the earli
FIELDER FORCES CONTROL
with false teeth was
an Inch or two to or from his coat organization in Hawaii, Porto Rico,
N. J., Jan. 13. The New est persons fitted
Trenton,
the empress Of Russia. After Water
and the Philippine Islands have been
(alls.
Jersey legislature met and organized loo Fonzi migrated to London, ano
But have years of sartorial agita elected. The American Chamber of today for the 191-- session.
Both then to Madrid, where Ferdinand VII
Amerition added an inch's length of velvet Commerce In Paris, and the
are
of
branches
in
the
control
supof Spain, rewarded him with a yearlj
o the collar and cuffs of his even- can Chamber of Commerce of the Le- porters of the Fielder administration, pension of a thousand ducats for 9
which is prepared to support the Wil-Bo- set of false teeth.
ing clothes? lias the combined In- vant are also members.
The second annual meeting of the
fluence of all the cutters in the trade
policies in New Jersey, after a
ibeen sufficient to alter materially the national chamber will he held in victory. over the Nugent
Music to Lure Fish.
13.
11
to
Two ennaylvhiria discipled of Izaai
ctyle of his business or "lounge" Washington from February
....
element;
'
musiAs respects the clothes he Several hundred .Uusiness men repre
(suits?
The session promises to be a busy Walton have just! 'invented a new
minnow
for baas fishing. The
wears to church and to pink teas, sentative of commercial organizations one. There is just a possibility that cal
device Is described as a wooden min
man today is almost an exact replica are expected. February 12 will be de- the lawmakers will undertake to now, and instead of the usual
spinnei
of
consideration
broadest
to
30
the
voted
of himself
years' ago.
amend the corporation laws, known In front there Is carved out the face
The changes in men's clothes nowa- all that is involved in the Sherman as the "seven sisters" and passed of a pretty girl. In front of the face
law and the regulation o! under
exercised y President Is a miniature electric light, the pow
days, indeed, are less radical genercase
a
the
was
than
generation corporate activity by law. Tno an Wilson when governor. If any chang- er for which is furnished by a dry bat
ally
In the pocket of the fish
ago. No doubt, the cause is largely nual banquet of the national cham es are made, however, they will be of tery carried
to
ermen,
throw
outlight on the bait
on
the
held
!ba
anniversary
increased
will
ber
due to the enoromusly
a comparatively unimportant charac- which
hangs on the under side.
On
of
iLncoln's
birthday.
good
made
President
of
of
clothing
ter.
ready
put
,
The minnow Is painted red, ano
Other matters that will probably be within it is a tiny musical box, the
quality and well tailored. The man- February 11 Secretary Wilson of the
ufacturers, in fact, have standardized department of labor will address brought before the legrslature for playing of which Is regulated by the
men's clothes as they have railroad the meeting Mi "The Relation of the consideration and action are jury re- fisherman before he casts his line
Industries form, changes in the system of tax- The inventors say they adopted the
miinment and automobile accessor Department of Labor to
Idea because they have found while
ies, and the effect on conservative and Commerce,
ation, the conservation of natural refishing that bass are attracted by the
make
to
been
baa
nature
masculine
sources, and, .measures to give the
ringing of a cow bell. Evening Stan
men's garments more and more conmore
freeof
state
the
municipality
dard.
BLACKBURN WILL NOT FIGHT
ventional.
dom from legislative control.
Pa.,
PhiladeluWa,
jau,
..
.
i
.ii The woman suffrage constitutional
Widow's Three Testa..
of Jack Blackburn, me ioimei
amendment which passed last year
A smart widow at a cpuntry house
to
give
arranging
known, pugilistare
COMMISSION MEN' MEET.
over which, there is, a, doubt be- was telling the other day that there
aim a new start in 'life when he is and
Delecause
13.
It is contended it was not prop- were three courses through which
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan.
released from the Eeastern peniten
will probably be Ig- every woman should put a man before
advertised
in
here
to
arrive
continued
havinf
large
erly
gates
tiary here tomorrow, after
session. Instead, she married him. These were eating,
the
at
twenty-seconnored
present
annumbers today for the
i
vear. for shooting
laughing and kissing. "A man's laugh
DCt ICU i. .
j
the democratic majority is expected tells a
Knnual convention or the National
nasrm in a miarrel over
lot," she said. "If it is hearty
resolution
the
as
to
if
suffrage
pass
and merry he is good tempered; if loud
League of Commission Men. The day woman.
for the first time, which will put the and empty It means he lacks feeling.
was given over to the reception or tna
Though he is said to be In good whole
come
proposition off, so far as the Beware of a greedy man. It will be a
all
have
whom
of
not
at
is
many
it
visitors,
physical condition
Is concerned, until 1918. case of 'feed the brute' all the time."
election
final
The
uc
from distant parts of the country.
likely that the negro, wm
And, according to her, kissing was the
conven
the
is
of
He
session
past
first regular
seen to the ring again.
most important test of alL
Medicine
Bent Cough
for Children
lion will be held tomorrow morning, his thirtieth year and was virtually
to
glad
say a few words
with Chester Franzell of Pittsburgh all in as a fighter when he got into in "I am very
Took Prizes In Plowing.
praise of Chamberlain's Cough
will
Trammell
Governor
residing;.
j,
A few days after the new farmer
trouble.
ilemedy," writes Mrs. Llda Dewey,
stood
of
the
behalf
velcoine the visitors in
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used It for had purchased a horse from a thrifty
When In his prime Blackburn
unite of Florida and Mayor Sweartn-rwell no among the welterweight fight years both for my children and my- Scot he returned In an angry mood.
self and it never fails to relieve and "You told me this horse had won hail
wU! extend the ereetings of the ers.
He hailed originally from
cure a cough or cold. No family with a dozen
career
matches
of the
seshis
business
ring
The
and began
fi'y of Jacksonville.
children should be without it as It best horses in theagainst 6omeHe can't
such
will extend over turpe days and in 1902. He won in bouts with
gives almost immediate relief In cases trot a mile in six country.
minutes to save himwith fighters as "Strike" Sullivan, Jimmy of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Reme- self.
he
interspersed
You lied to me!" he denounced.
and
to
is
safe
which
dy
pleasant
take,
"f i iiU'i'iaimnont prepared by Gardner and Mike Donovan and is
"I dldna He. It was in
of great importance when a mediplowiu' matches
t
boa id t InuSi and (lie merchants fought several draws with Sam
to
be
must
cine
young children he took sax prizes," calmly replied'
given
J
'
Sandy.
di Ja.;KfciivSi!.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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emphasized to

ficial in Washingtonthat the Huerta
government, really was in serious fi-

nancial distress.
kalg the United
by Its policy of financial
blockade in preventing -- the Huerta
government from negotiating a loan,
was in a measure 'responsible, was
the view frequently expressed In
t.
circles.
,
;s
Mexicans here, conversant wlthfhe
affairs of the Huerta government,
said that the reason for the default
was the high exchange rates. They
said that while the interest amounted
to approximately seven million pesos
($3,500,0j)0) the rate of exchange was
so high? that-tconvert that sum into
gold to pay the bondholders would
require 'virtually 21,000,000' Mexican
pesos. They expect that the rate of
exchange; may, decline , by the time
the next payment is due and that in
the interval the Huerta government
may get sufficient funds to meet all
accrued interest.
State department officials regarded the development as the direct outcome of tiSe American policy of ne'er
missing an opportunity to discourage
extension of foreign financial sld to
Huerta. For the present, at least,
Huerta must maintain himself probably through forced loans upon individuals and corporations, or by the
issuing of paper money, the circulation of which' he must enforce.
Although a great oulk of the Mexican national debt is held fa Knrope,
it is expected that such powers will
continue to allow the United States
to lead the external policies toward
Mexico with the intention of later
on looklngto Washington for support
in their demands for protection 0 of
the financial interests of their sub,r
jects.

States,,

;

Colds to be Taken Seriously
Intelligent people realize that com
mon colds should be treated promptly
If there is sneezing and chilliness
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
coughing, begin promptly the use of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
a cold, and stops the cough which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
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New

WRESTLING TOURNEY
York, .Jan. 13. The interna-

tional wrestling tournament to. be held
in Madison Square Garden tomorrow
night promises a splendid treat for
the lovers of the. mat game. Cham
pion grapplers from, many countries
will compete inT,the, program, which
will include matches" at'both catch-as- and''Graecc-Roma-n
catch-castyles.
The tournament will be a sweepstakes
affair, each entrant posting $100.
This money, with a bubstantlal purse
offered by the management, will go
to the winner, after deducting consolation prizes for the second and third
n

men.
Some of the
wrestlers will

'

'

-

proved. Rock Island stocks and bonds
were heavily bought,, at materially
higher prices.
Business in the popular etocks
but the
slackened in
demand for the low priced issues was
unabated. Jron and steel shares were
especially strong.
If
The market "closed steady. Texas
company became weaSenr on denial
that control of, .the company was .being sought by Standard Oil Interests.
Rise in the important stocks was
checked, but there were no reactionary movements.
The last Bales were:
.'
Amalgamated Copper ........... 72
.105
American Sugar
95
Atchison
.....108
Northern Pacific
169
Reading
......... 91
Southern Pacific
.157
Union Pacific
60
United States Steel
'. . . .108
United States Steel, pfd
.,

,

.

KANSAS

Subscribe for The Optto.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 13. With no new
develoments of important influence on
the market, prices moved In a hesi-

tating way during

CITY LIVE STOCK

7.35.

Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers
$8.509.1:
dressed beef steers $7. 25 8. 10; western steers
southern
$6.758.40;
steers tiig.s.iu; cows w.zoiqh; neu-er-s
$6.508.75; stackers and feeders
$5.757.60; bulls $5.257; calves

............

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 13. Generally favor-

$6.5011.

crop advices and a
Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market steaof the European Visi- dy. Lambs $7.508.05;
yearlhags
a depressing effect to- $6.257.25; wethers $5.406; ewes
prices here;' The open $4.755.75.

fit

--
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OUTFITTERS TO
THE FAIR SEX
ALSO

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Suits
Coats
Dresses

Shoes
Rubbers

Hats

Dry ..Goods, Notions.Underwear
.
Men's Furnishings
:

January White Sale
b'"x

January I2,i to 18

TwentyFive Per Cent Discount on All
White Goods

and One Third Per Cent
Discount on All Muslin Underwear

Thirty-Thre- e

''

will include such well known men as
Lurl.ch of Russia, Aberg of Finland,

Hanson of Norway,Alvares of Spain,
Mamii-tof- f
Fristensky b't Bohemia, 'a'hd'"
the Cossack.

.

'.

JExira. Special .in. Lacesand
Embroideries
Our

Big Stock of

Laces and Embroideries

is Going

svt

ONE THIRD

:';

the morning. The

speculative favorites were inclined to
droop, despite vigorous bidding up of
specialties. Stocks were supplied at
intervals, but the general list showed
inherent strength, and losses were
small.
Speculative cliques were active in
various sections, and some of yester-day'leaders, Including the Pit, Fertilizer and local traction shares were

I

Kansas City, Jan. 13. Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market steady to shade
lower. Bulk $7.75(3)8.15; heavy$8.05
8.20; packers and butchers $7.95
8.15;' lights $7',7i)8.10; pigs $6r75

,

able European
heavy increase
ble supply had
day on wheat

t

ing was Va off to a shade up, with a
moderate advance later,; but then a
decline all around.
The close was
above last night..
firm, Vs&'M to
Conditions that promoted selling
gave the bear sice an advantage in
corn. The market opened unchanged
to
!4 lower, rallied a little and
again fell back, this time lower than
before. The close was relatively firm
at
cent net decline.
w QatAJook the same course as other
grain. Trade was small.
First transactions
in provisions
to 7
cent higher,
ranged from 2
and a further rise followed. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 92; July 88.
Corn, May 65; July 64.
Oats,. May 39; July 39.
Pork, Jan. $21.37; May $21.55.
Lard, Jan. $10.97; May $11.27.
Ribs, Jan. $11.37; May $11.57.

ter noon, and the general tone was Im-

.

best of the American
take part In the tournament, while the foreign contestants

'

lilji-rall-

;;TAUFEIT
JEWELER.

$113,-500,00-

United States, a whole vast area
where nothing has progressed since
before the invasion of Mexico by
Cortez in. 1517. This area is in northeastern Arizona, and the Santa railway will cover ten acres of ground
at the exposition with as close a copy
of this country as is possible to pro-

anti-Wilso- n

(1

0

trans-teJcsio-

....
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"
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..Editor.
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CIIUAHUA-

A struggling young artist in New
York who, last summer, felt ill and
despondent, decided that if he were
to accomplish anything
during the
coming winter, he must have a vacation In the country. Accordingly, he
(Continued From Page One.)
repaired to a New Jersey resort In
.....
" "
kUU UVf V J L
IV VMQ
!
J , . .1 . .
nominations and dates of payment of
"Well," said the old chap, who ran the coupons are as follows: $43,349,-25the" place, "I can't see why I should
consolidated internal 3 per cent
take you for less 'money than the silver bonds, coupons payable on June
others; but I tell you what I'll do. 30 and December 31; $96,222,000 five
You paint me a nice, fancy picture
cent internal redeemable 'bonds,
of the hotel and grounds, and I'll give per
1 and October 1;
0
) payable April
you a month's board."
five per external consolidated
The young artist set cheerfully
about the task. In a short while he gold loan of 1889, coupons payable
submitted for his host's approval a January 1, April 1, July 1, and Oc
again advanced. The engagement of
highly idealized picture' of the little tober; $40,000,000 four
per cent gold $2,000,000
house and its grounds. To one of bonds of
gold for export to France
1904,
coupons payable June was
the outbuildings he had added a dovewithout
effect on the stock mar1 and December 1.
cote, round which several birds, which
ket, as It was believed the large acv
seen
the discerning eye might have
cumulation of funds here would perHuerta Regime Falling
were doves, were hovering.
, The landlord didn't think much of Washington, Jan. 13. The failure mit of a considerable outgo without
this effort. "The picture as a whole," of the Mexican government to meet disturbing the present easy money
Bonds were firm.
said he, "ain't half bad, but I can't its most
important financial oblig- rates.
Btand for these mosquitoes. You must
. Stocks which had been held in check
ationsthe
on
interest
its
external
paint them out, or the bargain's oft. and internal debt
moved upward afof- by foreign selling

JAPAN

AT FA

OH" "MOSQUITOES"

This Story Should Convince Skeptics
as to Size and Ferocity of the
New Jersey Species.

TIDAL VAVE III
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

WHAT TO DO WITH THIS EOT

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS
Mrs. OUie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
:Romaine. Adv.
J. A. Riehl of Albuquerque was a
"business visitor la Las Vegas today.
Thomas L. Greer came in yesterday-eveninfrom Onava for a few days'

Case of Juvenile Criminality In Franc
That May Well Puzzle the
Social Reformer.

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection of underwear in muslin, cambric, nain-eooand crepe ranging as follows:
1
Corset Covers and
LOT
Drawers, .?5$ and 35c values
g

stay.
A. F. Morrisette returned last night
from a short business visit In Albuquerque.
F. H. McGee of Salt Lake City,
Utah, was a business visitor In Las
Vegas today.
,
L. M. Harrison arrived in Las Vegas
last night from Albuquerque for a
short business visit.
A. O. Larrazolo left this afternoon
for Santa Fe, where he will be on
business for a ehort time.
Rev. Father J. P. Moog cams In this
morning from his home at San Miguel
for a few days' business visit.
Miss Mina Pochel left this afternoon
for Wagon Mound where she will be
employed in the city schools as a

at'

LOT

1

at -

1

Here is a little life story that more
vividly Illuminates the task of the social reformer than any number of treatises. A couple of nights ago a boy of
less than fifteen was discovered alongside the Seine by a couple of policemen. At first he refused to utter a
word, but eventually he narrated his
Odyseey. Eighteen months ago, when
he was baraly thirteen, he surreptitiously left his parents house In Paris,
taking with him a sum of 500 francs.
With this money in his possession he
went to Brussels, where he was shortly after arrested. The police conducted him home, but he escaped again.
Taken back a second time, he was apprenticed to a farmer, but promptly departed on fresh adventures. Since then
he has existed by means of begging
and thieving. Two months ago he
stole a couple of bicycles, and, mounting one and propelling the other, made
oft for Rouen, where he sold one of the
mahchinea, riding to Paris on the other. This he sold in Paris, and lived on
the proceeds for a time, until, shelterless and without resources, he was
found by the police. What can the
sociologist, the penologist, or the philanthropist do with so youthful and
precocious a criminal? The problem is
a serious one in France, where Juvenile crime is alarmingly' on the Increase. Paris Correspondence London

21c

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values

-

35o

Corset Covers, Drawand Skirts, 65c
ers, Gowns
.
43c
values at
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
LOT

3

at

59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1 values at 79c
LOT
Gowns, Prin-

cess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.25 values

at

'

LOT 7

98c
Drawers, Gowns, Prin-

cess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.50 and $1.75
values at
$1.25

teacher.

J. Eugene Brown arrived In Las

s
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
and
Fe
Phont Main 104
Santa
The Popular Price Store
last night from
will be a business visitor here for
several days.
J. J. Battner of Rockport, Mo., came
In yesterday afternoon and will re- HAVE DAINTY
EFFECT
main in Las Vegas for several days
s a business visitor.
E. H. Hemus, chief claim adjuster TABLEWARE
SETS
OF GLASS
- '
for the Santa Fe railway, was a busiFORTH DINNER TABLE.ness visitor In Las Vegas today from
liis headquarters In Topeka.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate returned last Material Hat Largely Superseded th
night from Santa Fe where she had
Erstwhile Uae of Heavy Silver-Le- nd
hcen attending a meeting of the reItself Particularly to
cently organized woman's exposition
Matching Color Schemes.
Ve-jKa-

'v

Globe.

'i
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AT THE GATE"

Swinburne in Gorgeous Array,
peared to Simple Villagers a
Flaming Apparition.

Ap-

glassware

'

4

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

4.
Washington, Jan.
,t noon.

13.

Met

Senate;

'

President Wilsti's nomination of
John Skelton Williams for comptroller of the currency and member of
the federal reserve board was
'

Debate on the Alaska railway bill
was resumed with Senator Chamberlain speaking for the measure.
For lack of a quorum the Judiciary
committee postponed consideration of
the Lee and Glass senatorial cases.
acPhilippines committee deferred
tion on the contested nomination of
Winifred T. Denison for secretary of
the interior of the Islands.
House: Met at noon.
Mayor Mitchell of New York asked
the rivers and harbors comimttee to
appropriate for the improvement of
New York harbor.
Rules committee meeting called for
in-Saturday' to consider congressional '
and
in
strikes
of
Michigan
Yestrigation
Colorado.

Clayton, Carlin,
Representatives
e
Webb and Floyd of the Judiciary
tomorrow
confer
to
arranged
with President Wilson on the administration's trust legislation program.
f $25,000,-M- )
Federal appropriation
for food roads proposed bX
Moon of Tennessee.
Commeirce committee arranged for
a hearing on railroad safety appliances Thursday
,i
Representative 'Kelly, progressive,
to
of Pennsylvania Introduced a bill
their
influencing
employers
prohibit
employes at elections.
Further committee action on the
1
Follette seamans bill deferred until late this month.
in
Representative Moon brought
reform
to
prevent
a special rule
clauses in the postal appropriation
'bill being ruled out on point of order.
com-mite-

Swinburne was sent to
study history under Bishop Stubbs,
who was then in charge of a country
parish in Essex. He arrived there on
a Saturday and was excused attendance at Sunday morning church on the
ground that he must be tired with his
Journey.
He had breakfast in bed, but finding
it a glorious morning he arrayed himself in scarlet slippers and a light
crimson dressing gown, sauntered into
the garden and leaned pensively over
the gate, with his red hair flaming brilliantly In the sunlight.
.,T f
The church bells were ringing and
the parishioners had all to pass the
parsonage" gate to get to church. But
none of them dared to pass the flaming apparition, and all came to a halt
The church bells stopped, but at the
instance of the vicar, who could not
believe that all the parishioners had
deserted him, were rung again.
At last the boldest man In the village bolted past the gate and the rest
stampeded after him, Swinburne gazing at them in quiet wonder at their
strange method of going to church
Pall Mall Gazette.
twenty-thre-

enhances th

Beautiful glass candlesticks gleam ai
brightly as silver ones and there is
happy union of beauty and usefulnesi
in these pleasing articles. Thick glasi
is not more durable than the dainty
thin ware. In fact, it will not with
stand hot liquids so well, as It canno)
so readily expand.
A heavy cut glass punch bowl cam
to pieces at a dinner party a fev
nights ago, when hot mulled cider wai
poured Into it Such accidents may b
avoided if the cool ingredients are pui
in first and a silver ladle placed in thj
bowl before the hot liquids are added'
The silver, being a good conductor, ab
sorbs' the heat.' "
All fragile ware will withstand hea
If the, simple precaution of placing
spoon in the dish, cup or glass is ob
served. ' ' 'f '' ;: "
New" tableware; shows glass dlshei
and plates for uses that glass hai
never been put to before. There-asalad bowls, plates, spoons and forlu
of this fragile ware that seem very ap
propriate for crisp green salads. Thej
bear dainty fern-lik- e
tracery that, hat
monlzes with the green garnishes.
The new Individual salt and celer)
dips and vases now have separate lia
lngs of colored glass that may b
changed to match the color scheme o
the dinner. The mahogany frame
glass trays are also lined with differ
ent colors for various affairs.
The mirror centerpiece, that Is s
popular for table decorating, is no
accompanied by Individual mirrors oi
which are placed the flower holder)
that mark each place. They multiplj
the brightness of the flowers and theh
delicate colors.
The life of these o&rvming table ao
cessorles may be prolonged by genth
care. The proper method of washini
glass is to use warm water and boraJ
in one pan and rinsing water of thi
same temperature in the second. Cleai
with a soft cloth and no soap, foi
soap makes glass cloudy and dull.
Glass must not drain after rlnslni
or it will show streaks; wash, rinse
dry quickly and polish at once. Sof
linen, old sik or tissue paper will mak
glass gleam brightly. If the articles U
be cleaned are obstinate let them soal
until the dirt Is loosened.
Saiad Vowls, oil cruets, milk glassei
and pitchers are troublesome to can
for, as the oils have a tendency to dul
their brilliancy. Wash these first ii
cold water softened with ammonia
then clean as usual.
Decanters and water bottles soon ao
quire a deposit of lime. This may bi
removed with lemon Juice or vinegar
'

..,?

BULGARS HAD ENOUGH

Sofia, Bulgaria, Jan. 13. At foe re
opening of the Sdbranje today, the
preraicr, M. Radoslavoff, repudiated
the rumor that the government intended to draw the horror of a new
war upon Bulgaria. He added that
tiiplomatio relations between Bulgaria
and her neighbors, with the exception
of Greece, had been resumed.

r

SOUTACHE

e

Women In War.
What a splendid courage andVun-flagginzeal In their country's cause
the Boer women showed in the South
African war has never been so fully
realized asit will be now by all who
read the remarkable record Just pub
lished under the title of "Petticoat
Commands."
This is practically the
diary done in narrative form of a girl
who, with her widowed mother, out
witted the English officers and men
and helped their countrymen. They
were clever, cultivated and kindly women, simply aglow with patriotism;
and to read what they did and how
they did it makes one realize afresh
what wonderful creatures women are
Let scientists say what they will
women are in no way inferior to men,
and in many ways vastly superior. In
resource certainly, in tact often, in
strength of purpose at least theli
equals.
g

Old London Landmark to Go.
Built by the French Huguenots seeking refuge from France at the time oi
the Edict of Nantes of 16S5, and hav-

ing passed from them to, the Church ol
England, and now in the hands of the
Congregationalists, the quaint old
chapel of Orange street, London, is
about to close its doors and vanish
Many notable preachers have occupied
its pulpit, among others Toplady, who
wrote I'llock
of Ages" during his min'
istry. Rev. Samuel Luke was also
minister for some years, and it was
his wife who wrote "I think when 1
read that sweet story of old." An original copy of the hymn in the author's
handwriting is one of the treasured
possessions of the church.

fe

APPLYING

BRAIC

Quality, Keynote of British Crops.

t

If the soutache braid Is sewed on bj
hand every other stitch should be I
back-stitctaken through the middli
of the braid. A particularly attract! v
effect is gained if the braid ia stitched
on one ede so that it stands ui
straight. His may be done by hani
by taking a short etltch on the right
side and a long stitch on the back.
h

Subscribe for The Optic.

FOB FRIDAY'S
is so largely a question of dollars aad cents.

GAME

is larger than its

oufgo--an-

money has a slender chance to succeed.
GIRLS' AND BOYS' TEAMS WILL
TRY HARD TO DEFEAT SANTA FE CLUB'S

No business is successful unless iis

this is true of individuals as well.

d

iatotae

......

The man who can not save

He never gets started.

PEOPLES BANK 'ea. TR.UST GO. v
- - - . - - - - S114.000.00
CAPITAL
'

Th basketball teams of the High
.
,.
,
school held a practice yesterday evening under the supervision of their
respective coaches, and showed up In
pood form. The girls' team has practiced since the beginning, of the sea-- BIGDIOLLEBS DEFEAT
ten, and accenting to the coach, will
put up a fast and exciting game
PHEACJIERS EASILY
rigainst, the Santa Fe High'- school
girls' team Friday night. The team
Is composed of several girls who "SCOTTY"
SMITH'S
BOWLERS
have played on the team for a numSHOW
THE SKYPILOTS
ber of years, and while a number of
HOW TO HIT 'EM
recruits have heen added, the girls
"
expaot to win over the Ancient City
"Scotty" Smith's notorious
team.
didn't do a thing to the
The quality of the boys' team Is Preachers last night in .the Y. M. C.
well known, and in the oinlon of the A, boxball tournament.
They beat
local fans It will outclass the Santa the ekypilots by 125 pins. The
success was due to consistent
Fe team. The team held a fast prac(
tice last night under the. coaching of bowling, all ,, the ;men making good
Professor Rufus Mead, and worked in averages. This puts the HIghrollers
1914
j
pretty order. Professor Mead has la the lead of the tournament
There is a., big interest shown In
coached the teams at the. High school
Tickets on sale January 17th. to 21th. inc. 1914. Haal
for a number of years and always has boxball these days at the T. M. C. A.
A
lot
of
winner
rivarly has been broughj;
return limit, January 27th., 1911
turrted(jout a squad tnat
iifcfcp hlfhse'l(8bl and:6thf tiaueav about by, the posting in the lobby of
the high, single and high average
'"'"- classes.
is
j
were
LeNoh
the
qcoresl ; ISo far Secretary
game
The tickets 'if Or,.
sued to the students of the school to- htilds the high single score with 244
day, and a canvass of, the city will pins and the second high average for
A six consecutive games with a score
be made today and tomorrow.
ofg'W!. Ed Hanson has second high feiood
ex
as
the
isi
solicited,
stipport"
report of, the progress of the long drawn out controveisy between,
hearty
6ingle score with 242 to his credit, organization committee at work on the commission and the stat-- j treastwo
Fe
Santa
pense of cbringing the
urer.
teams here will b heavy. The High and the best high average of 2131-3- . the new; currency law was made.
Following is the score for last
The president has set aside tomorThe proposals for investment of the
school always has.' e.njoyed considerrow for conference on the tniBt ques- school fund of the state were
able popularity in the city with its night's game:
preHIghrollers, 1,598
tion, arranging to meet Chairman sented to the commission la the office
athletic games and has received full
Tellier
155 164 174 Clayton and
i
perhaps the entire demo- of the state treasurer yesterday, each
support of all business men and othWebb
194172 192 cratic membership of the house
judic member of the commission having a
ers. It expects the same this year,
Smith
197 175 175 iary committee.
;
v,.:
copy of the letter from the treasurer,
and promises two fast and interesting
Mayor John Puroy Miichel of New embodying the terms of the
exhibitions of basketball Friday night
proposals
"
54G 511 541 York was guest of the
president at for the investment of the state Bchool
i naddition to assuring Las Vegans
'
luncheon. The purpose of his visit fund. After this letter had been
Preachers, 1,473
that it will defeat the Capitol City
read,
Demaraia
145 128 was not disclosed.
.
it was suggested by the attorney genteams.
Imhof!if;- 126 149 207
eral that the members of the commis198 188 181
LeNolr MARRON PLANS REJECTED
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
sion retire to the attorney general's
'
Albuquerque, Jan. 13. The state offleo and there frame a
Battling Levinsky vs. Porky" Flynn,
reply. In
516
482
475
loan commission, comprising Govern- about an
10 rounds, at New York.
hour; one of the stenographbeNext
or
game
W.
C.
Wednesday night
McDonald, Attorney General ers in the office of
Joe Azevedo vs. "French" Vaise, 10 tween Baskettossers
and Painters.
Frank W. Clancy and Secretary of eral delivered to the the attorney gentreasurer a comrounds, at Oakland, Cal.
Averages up to date:
State Antonio Lucero, yesterday at munication to
Jim Flynn vs. Tim Logan, 15 rounds
the
effect
that the proLeNoir, 184
Ungaro, 183; Han a meeting held at Santa Fe, formally
made by the state treasurer
Thornton, R, I.
posals
son, 173; Peterson,, 172
Smith, disapproved the proposals for Investfor the investment of the school funds
1712-3- ;
Webb, 1691-2- ;
White, 169; ment of the state echool fund, totallTin irnil Motrin tCI rOUEUt &t night
were not approved by the commission.
16C.
ing 139,539.78, submitted by State
Just when you hope to sleep? Do you Winters,
Team Standing
TWO MINERS KILLED.
Treasurer O. N. Marron.'
have a tickling throat that keeps you
To'l Pins
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
News of the loan commissioners'
Mich., Jan. 13. Fire in
Negaunee,
Tt. will
rviTYinnnnri
check the HIghrollers
To
3,016 action was rumored late
the Negaunee Iron mine cf the Cleveafyesterday
cough and stop the tickling sensation
2,933 ternoon, and was confirmed on the land Cliffe company,
today caused the
at once. Does not upset tne siomauu, Preachep
-- 1,555
Mr. Marron from Santa Fe death of John Beebe, a pump man,
of
arrival
is best for children 'and grown per- Buzzwagohs
'
2.1,433 last night "However, Mr.
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Baskettossers
Marron, and' John S. Barrett, night mining
Adv.
1,410 when asked over the
Painter
Store.
Drug
telephone for a captain. The fire was still burning
Dormdwellers
1,189 statement on the commission's actonight. The extent of the damage
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AND RETURN

"High-rollers-

Scottish Rite Reunion

High-roller-

-ft

'.

last night from Fort Collins, Colo., plainest tabls and makes the absence
and will remain here. He,, will be of heavy silver scarcely apparent

employed by the Rosenthal Furniture
'
company.
to
the vice
F. E. Conners, assistant
Fe
Santa
railway,
of
the
president
afterthis
Las
Vegas
through
passed
noon on his way to Albuquerque from
busiTopeka. He traveled la private
ness car No. 9.
rsturn-- d
Attorney Charles A. Spless
this afternoon from Missouri,
whore he has been for some time.
Mr. Spiess was called to that state
on account of the death of his mother in Warrensburg.
A, H. Long, eon of Judge and Mrs.
E. V. Long, left this afternoon for
Tucumcari and will later go to his
home at Rosa, N. M. Mr. Long has
heen visiting his parents here for the
jiast several days.

SUCCESS OR. FAILUR.E

'"'

An amusing story of Swinburne is
told by Edmund Gosse. At the age of

xard.

Brilliant

PRACTICE
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.

W. C. Page arrived in Las Vegas
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1914.

January ISih. to 24th..

LIKE "ANGEL

OPf it,

Quality must always be the keynote
of British agriculture, as the area is
far toft: small to enable farmers to
grow the quantities of produce that
the newer countries of the world can
yield; and in no connection is quality
of greater importance than that of the
cereal crops. Wheat, oats and barley
will occupy a considerable portion of
the land, and the condition in which
they are put on the market substantially affects the prices they realize. London Telegraph.
Won't Chase Female Wolves.
Sometimes it Is almost Impossible
to clear a neighborhood of wolves,
owing to the chivalrous Instincts of
the hounds about attacking "the female of the species." Hounds have
been known to abandon a chase after
wolf because it hap
a eheep-killinpened to be a female animal. For this
reason at least one female hound ia
usually taken, to insure the catcataf
oi the quarry.
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FIRST-TEAS-

HEN HOST

Sneffels, Col. A. 3, Walsh was
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for
Kidney Pills which was
DEFEND THEIR PLACES the only Foley
thing that would cure him.
Geo. Potter of Pontiac, Mo., was down
on his back with kidney and bladder
ELKS OPEN A NOVEL BOWLING trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It Is a
SERIES WITH GAMES OF
splendid medicine and always helps.
LAST EVENING
Just try it. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
A new series of bowling games has
been started at the Elks' club for the REMEMBER STEPHEN C. FOSTER
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 13. The hisDumose of picking a team to play
Raton. The system now in use doubt torical and folklore societies of Pittsless, .will result, in the. best .possible burgh today joined' rn an appropriate
anteam being selected to-- bowt the Gate observance of the
C.
of
of
death
the
Stephen
City team. The date for the Raton niversary
' one
of
mark
whose
great
the
but
Foster,
been
not
selected,
game has
contest probably will be played with- fame was that he wrote the song,
"My Old Kentucky Home." Although
v'
in the next two weeks.
how a part of PittsThe series was started last night, (born In what
arto the midFoster
belonged
burgh,
and ia a way is a complicated
v
west
the
and
dle
bordering
country
the
men
take
Two
rangement.
and bowl against each other in the Ohio river, for he spent most of
His most fathe. regular way. The ne winning his life in those parts.
while
was
he and
written
mous
song
holds the first place on the first
to the
on
a
were
visit
some
his
sister,
Vy
team until he is challenged
John
other member of the club or the one home cf their relative, Judge
United
States
later
sei.ator,
Is
beaten.
Rowan,
whom he has defeated, and
tbn libThus, it will be seen, the first team at Bardstown, Ky. Through
the
C.
Park
of
James
city of
best
erality
men will be obliged to defeat the
the
has
noired
hold
their
recent'y
if
Pittsburgh
club
they
bowlers In the
of the old homestead in
ownership
positions.
where
Lsst night, five games were bowled the suh'irb of Lawrenceville,
and resulted in the 'following men be- Foster was born. Mr. Park, learning
that the' property was likely to
ing, placed, Ion the first teaui .Until
E.
C.
9.
Dr.
change hands, bought' the place and
Losey,
beaten:
they are
Manuel
presented it to the city on condition
J. McWenSe, Jame3 Duncan,
(hat it shall be maintained as a muMartin.
Any
Henriquez and Harry
and! memorial
seum
exclusively In
member of the club wishing to play
of the author of "My
commemoration
of
idea
the
with
men
any of these
Old Kentucky Home."
winning a place on the first team
the
for
should make arrangements
WILSON REACHES HOME
game now. Should he defeat the
contests
Washington, Jan. ii'. President
regular player with whom he
and his family arrived here
Wilson
first
or.
ihe
a
placj
he will take
o'clock
7:30
today from Pass Chrisat
team.
tian, Miss. The president's face was
a picture of health as he got back
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
to his desk. Dr. Cary T. L. Grayson,
Work
Eieh year the month of January United States navy, pronounced him
numbers Us list of victims from 'in- much better physically than he. has
and
fluenza, la rripPe. bronchitis
boon for many months, and in fit
pneumonia. The prompt use of will
work
mdi8crti tor the strenuous
Compound
Honey and Tar
nhw-the onRet of a cold and stop a ahead.
the development to
couh preventing
Before the cabinet meeting the
Keep it on
more 'serious conditions.
president had a conference with Sechand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
retary McAdoo, at whieh it is underDrug Store.

tion, said there was "nothing doing"
now, but that later he might
have something to say for publication.
Despite Mr. Marron's refusal to
make a statement It is stated on good
authority that the session though
brief, was stormy. The commission's
action adds another chapter to the

just
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was not known.
The blaze started 2,000 feet from
the main shaft. Beebe who was alona
In the level at the time, gave the
alarm. His escape was cut off. Bar
rett, who headed a rescue party, was
overcome by the heat and died soon
after being carried to the surface.
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the killing of ended by having; several romances
Harti, tLe with her pupils. William Leon, a
Christianized Chinaman, to whom she
jeweler.
The Ir I river plrr trunk mystery was reported engaged, disappeared,
happened H years ago this month. and the police have never been able
Mycr YV t;ihhi!isrd, en aed itinerant to find him, though alleged clues to
dealer in Joyselry was the victim. his whereabouts have been reported
Wt'!si!.t.ard viis lured into an Eaut from time to time in Texas, Califorside tenement, it was reasoned but nia and other parts of the country.
never proved, and was there beaten The evidence pointed to Leon as the
to death. Ills body in a small, old murderer, chiefly because be was
d
green trunk was found known to have been an intimate
on the string piece of one of the Ka.pt' of the murdered girt and had occn-iethe room in which her body was
river piers, lie had 'been robbed of
all money and valuables. No solu-- ! found. The supposition is that the
tion or anything approaching a aolu-- i pair quarreled because Miss Sigel had
tloa of this mystery was ever made received attentions fim an aged and
by the police and the murdorer is still' wealthy resident ot Chinatown ', and
at largo.
that the younger admirers murdered
The mystery of the murder of Fath- her in the course of the quarrel.
er Kaupar in February, 1907, still There is little real evidence to supstands. His body was found in ai port this theory, however, and it i3.
trunk loft in a lodging house in West doubtful if the police could muster
Thirty-seventstiet. Two men liad up sufficient evidence to convict Leon
hired rooms there, and after they hud even if he wore found. The mystery
given up the apartments it was dis- of the murder is likely to remain a
covered they had left a trunk be- mystery forever.
hind. As in this latest murder mysThe authorities were also completetery, the victim had not been stabbed ly baffled in their attempt to clear
or shot or wounded in any way. The away the mystery of the murder of
autopsy showed that be had been Moses Sachs, who, like Weissbard,
thrust into the trunk while alive. The was an itinerant peddler of jewelry.
supposition is he wits drugged, forced The old man's body, wasi found packed
into he trunk antf ine lid clamped into a trunk that had been left on
and securely strapped above him. The the doorstep of a tenement in Goerck
motive for the crime was supposed street. The evidence Indicated fihat
to be robbery, although the priest was the old man had been, murdered for
a poor man, depending for support the money and valuables he probably
on the small cash, donations of the had about hia person. But no clue to
Armenians in this city and vicinity,! the perpetrators of the crime was
The police ever discovered. Several arrests of
to whom he ministered.
after many months' work abandoned susitecta were made, but all were dis
all efforts to discover the murderers. charged for lack of evidence to hold
The Elnle Sigel murder, which
them for the murder.
in June, 1909, is still fresh in
tho public mind. Her flody was found
in a trunk ia a room above a Chinese
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
restaurant.
The young woman, a Druggists refund money if PAZO
fails to cure Itching,
granddaughter of General Franz Si-- OINTMENT
into
had
war
Blind,
gone
Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
fame,
pel, of civil
and
First
gives relief. 25c.
Chinatown
in
Work
application
missionary
ilia Armenian priest;
i;!-i-
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i":'.V YCRK OFFICERS

SEEM TO
UNASCLE TO PUNISH THIS
KIND OF CRIMS

i'or'e:, Jan. IX Three weeks
twl.ij' a niurdur was committed
Kev Vorli and onothcr added lo
trunk mj'steries
list of

Xow

rro

.Moiics

hultlml

13, 1314.

risoue

ij
fti
ti:t

wl'ioia' fall to 1arfla the
talent cf the metorpolitan
To all apperances the murJoroe.
der was of a mott ordinary character,
bs asich crimes run. Yet three weoka
liave pussed without the authorities
Hieing able to find the slightest clue
to the perpetrator ot the deed. Kven
the identity of the victim has not
Ijeen' satisfactorily establlahed. The
jweeise manner In which tho murder
waa accomplished also ia in dispute,
The new heads of tho police department are hard at work on the
case and it is possible that in the
:ourso of time tho mystery may be
BOlved.
Yet, if tho persons or per-wwho committed the murder of
December 29 and placed the body of
tine victim in a trunk and dumped it
in. the gutter on Pitt street, on the
"East side, are apprenended and convicted, something of a precedent will
:iiave been established in the record
tot New York's famous trunk murders
Most porsons are Inclined to believe
ffeat this latest murder Is likely in
the end to stand with the other four
sunsolved trunk murders that have oc
curred in the metropolis in recent
yearsthe East river pier trunk myS'
terv, the murder of Father KaBpar,
n
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RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
TUB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

PLAY

CHAPMAN

OF THE UNDERWORLD"
IS SAID TO BE ENTIRELY

COLUM

Proper
The management of "A Girl of the
Underworld," the play that is. booked
for the Duncan opera house for tomor
row night, declare it Is first class in
every respect and contains nothing
risque. He is what they say: .
"Lovers of good comedy drama with
just enough sensation to keep the au
ditor interested will enjoy the production of 'A Girt of the Underworld'
when it comes to the Duncan tomorrow night.
"A Girl of the Underworld' has
proved to ibe one of the treats of the
season and it met with instant suc
cess right on the jump Trom the, open
ing night. It is a typical city show,
full of action, strong situations and
climaxes and It is presented by a
company of first class artists.
"The plot deals with a beautiful
young girl who is attracted at first
by the life of the new world into
which she strays and becomes a mem
ber. At the right moment her eyes
are opened and the true worth of her
early teaching comes to the surface,
and she returns to the right path.
Each and every member has been selected for his respective part and an
excellent performance is assured."
WANTED Clean cotton rags
Optlo

office.

Subscnoe for The Optic,

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular com- night at
municatlon first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglas avenue ai
in 8 o clock. Vialting members are se
third Thursday
(
v v
cavil UiUUUl, V IBHlUg dially welcome.
J. C. Wertz,
i4
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhier, Secretary; O. &
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., IL. S. Van Bally. Treasurer.

f
i1

"GIRL

'

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

sr

W

ADVER

TISEMENTS

Pri

V'

Petten, Secretary,
Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N., Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- "
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
Tnea-y,milar
conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
in each month at
All advertisements
lines
charged
at 7:t . n. Q. H.
Tamylo
will be booked at space actually set
Klakel .
Cfcaa. Tamrae,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnco preferred.

...

ay

C;

(.'

--

tmm

agg-v

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

Regular con- Tocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2.
A. Brinegar, H.
P.; F. O. No. 4.
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.
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NUMBER,

MAIN

Piono

jvtaln 313.
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No.
No.
No.
No.

p. m
a. m

1:10
. 6:35
. 4:20
. 6:35
.
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Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

716

The National Sportsman
i
h

4

The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

7:00 p. m.

Grand

OUIl
l-orY-

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It's

.

E. ROSENWALD

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkw
Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexl

Las Vegas,

MONUMENT

CO

SJ
rt o

way wnen

I

ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned ( deputy assessor, will be
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
all business days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 2$th, 1914) for the purpose of re
ceiving returns of all property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Laws of the State of New Mexico,
1913.
It is made the duty of all persons to make a return ot all property
they own, and those failing to do so,
within the time above specified, will
be assessed by me according to sec
tion 10 of said Cha'pfer 84 of the
laws of the state of New Klexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be imposed additional
by me. You are further notified that
if any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his property, he shall be liable to a penalty
6f 25 per cent upon the full amount of
all taxes levied against him, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
guilty of perjury and punishable accordingly.

SANCIinZ, Assessor.
CHARLES It. STEWART,
Deputy Assessor.
M. A.

Euhe'Tllta for Tuo Optic.

you

how Much
Belter EMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
learn

Made

LODGE NO. 54t

I

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS VOII THF

V

X

SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
AA
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY(STER- LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL no. 804. Meets second and!
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer hulldlnz. Vlslt.lns members!
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine.8
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
j

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS.

giving you

a present for do
ing something
you 'J do any

I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
Dentist
day of the month in the vestry room
Dental work of any description at
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock J
moderate prices
m.
Visiting brothers are cordially in
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main Mt
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
East Las Yegas, New Mexico
Greenclay, Secretary.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
MR8. OLLIE SHEARER
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manion the second and fourth Mondays ol
cure, Chiropody.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H; Stewart
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting
members are especially welcone and
ATTORNEYS
cordially invited.

E. A. JONES

Depart
1:35 p. m.
6:40 a. m.
4:30 p. m.

B.

ROOMS,

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

23

2:00 p. m

large irustee.

AND LADIES OF SECUR
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
employed,
comfortable, furnished W. O.
W. hall, Sixth street, on the
room; no health seekers. Phone
first
and third Mondays of each
Purple 6301.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers- man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
ACCOMMODATIONS for a few more 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
gentleman 'boarders at Nelson Assistant Deputy, 1.011 Sixth street,
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive East Las Vegas, N. M.
5581 for terms.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem
fourth
eacb
Thursday evening
'
stitching to order. Call afternoons, month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
814 Douglas avenue.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.

JONES-BOWER-

,

p. m..
p. m

--

!i 4

m.....

p

West Bound
Arrive

,

their hall on Sixth street All Tit'tin?
brethren cordially invited to attend
P. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Lehman, V. Q.;
T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Worts
Treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj

P. O. ELKS Meets" second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each 11
month Elks' home on Ninth street and 1
at
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable are
cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- Mills, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Secretary.
Phone Purple 5301.
FURNISHED
Avenue.

Depart

p. m..... 7:45 p. m.
11:59 p. m.
p. m
a. m..... 2:30 a. m.

7:20
.11:54
. 2:25
. 1:35
.

.

t,

Nicely iurnished,

East Bound
Arrive

No. 10.

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday avflntni

For Rent
FOR RENT
airy room.
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ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PUCES
.......

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs Each Delivery

EMPRESS

-- 20c per 10f iba.

.........25o

per 10t lbs,
per 1M Ike.
par 14 lbs.
..50c per 189 lis

........30o
.. 40c
..........
............

COMPAN- Y-

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributor of Hatiral Ice, th Purltr
Lasting QuaUtlea ot Wh!th Have Made Lai Vetaa ramoixa.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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the logs fell apart with "soft
eliding sounds, and he stared down at
them his thoughts far away a look
came into his eyes as if they concentrated on something beyond the range
of eight, the characteristic look of
Francois, the old look of a dreamer, of
a seer of visions.
Then Lucy stood in the doorway,
gentle, charming from the slippered
feet, locked over the instep to the
shadowy locks ot light hair on her
forehead.
"Good evening. Monsieur.
I am
Hannibal
Borry I kept you waiting.
hurt his foot and I must find plaster
and bandage for him. But you will
have enough of my talking even now.
Father says I talk a great deal. Do
I, Monsieur?"
Francois stood regarding her, with
frank admiration in every muscle of
his face. He smiled, the same gentle
amused smile with which he had addressed the portrait. "You never talk
too much for me, Mademoiselle.
It
is a pleasure to me always to hear
your voice," he answered in the deep
tone of a Frenchman, the tone that
lias ever a half note of tragedy, as of
some
which centuries do
not wipe out. "Only," he went on
firmly,
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER
Beaupre,
baba of three years, after an
In whicn Marshal Ney
made a Chevalier of France
jSarures,
In the home
ley the Emperor
ttf the lad's parentBNapoleon,
in the village of
France, where the emperor had briefcouncil of war.
ly stopped to hold athat
the boy might
prophesied
Mme day be a marshal of France under
(uother Bonaparte.
CHAPTER II At the asre of ten Fran-jteomeets a stranger who is astonished
the boy tells him he may one day
'jfhea
$
a "marshal of France under another
BWMisant

'musing laIncident

Vic-ttue- s,

Na-ole-

is

ISiapoleon."

CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
jhto nerve by climbing a lofty church
teeple. This deed is witnessed by thes
traneer who marvels at the boy's game-nesand asks him to visit him at
the Chateau.
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
the Baron Gaspard Uourgaud, who with
d
Alixe. his
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the- Empire
under Napoleon he flres the boy's imagination with stories of his campaigns
(With the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
Jbla possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
JPrancois a home at the Chateau. The
iboy refuses to leave his parents, but in
the end becomes copyist for the general
nd learns of the friendship between the
general and Marquis Zappi, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
seven-year-ol-

CHAPTER

VII Marquis Zappl and
at the Chateau. The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows mark-a- d
attention to Marquis Zappi because
tie once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
,sks the boy to be a friend of his son.
.yrancois solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies
leaving Pletro as a ward to the gnnerar.
Alixe, Pletro and Francois meet a
strange boy who proves to be Prince
..Louis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
CHAPTER X The general discovers
Francois loves Alixe, and extracts promise from him that he will not- interfere
.between the girl and Pletro.
on, Pletro, arrive

'

XTV-Fvan- eois

CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
the Austrian governor of the castle
prison inspects the Interior of the wine
ellar of the Zappls.
CHAPTER XVH Francois receives a
Tiote from Pietro explaining in detail how
to escape from his prison. He Btarts and
reaches the wine cellar.
'Of

CHAPTER
Francois goes to Italy
as sBoretary to Pietro. He has an interview with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.,
XT

CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappi's place, who is ill, in the
escape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
Austrians from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
cols

(Continued From Saturday)
CHAPTER

XXI.

Hero Worship.
come about that Lucy Hampton .was a scholar of Francois. The
colonel, lamenting on a day that there
were no capable teachers of French in
the neighborhood, that Lucy's schoolgirl command of the language was
fast disappearing, and an accomplishment so vital to, a lady was likely soon

'

It had

to be lost this saga of regret being
ung by the colonel at the dinner-tablFrancois had offered to teach mademoiselle his mother tongue. And the
colonel had accepted the offer.
"If you are not too busy, Chevalier.
'And I suppose your ah accent is
entirely good? One can not be too
careful, you know. At least we shall
not quarrel about the terms, for whatever money you think right to ask I
shall be ready to pay," and the colonel
felt himself a man of the world and
-extremely generous.
"Father!" Lucy cried quickly.
'
Francois' eyes were on his plate but
they swept up with their wide brown
gaze full on the colonel's face. "I am
not too busy, Monsieur the Colonel.
As for my accent I am a peasant, as
.Monsieur knows, but yet I am instructed. I was for years at SaintCyr, the great military school of
France. I believe my accent is right.
rAs for money" a quick motion, all
Bnnka a whole sentence. "If
Monsieur insists on thatthat must
finish it To me it would be imposible to take money for the pleasure
He
of teaching mademoiselle."
flashed at Lucy a smile all gentleness,
nd Lucy's eyes, waiting for that
emile. met his shyly.
The colonel blustered a bit, but the
Jeseona were arranged as Francois
wished, twice a week throughout the
winter he rode over from Carnifax to
give them. And little by little he came
to know the small mistress of the manor as few had known her. People
thought Lucy Hampton too serious and
staid for a young girl; no one realized
that, her mother being dead and her
father such as he was, the
little person had began at ten or
twelve years old to know that she
tnuMt make her own decisions, and
Many of her father's also. At fourteen she had taken the keys and the
respoiiBibiiiLkiS of the house, and now,
at sixteen, she was in reality the head
ftSe whole great plantation..', JThe

f

-

clear-heade-

d

of youth had never had a
chance to grow in that crowded place.
Her cousin had come to live with them
only the year before, when his mother
had died, his father being dead long
ago; and Lucy knew quite well that
her father had planned that the two
should marry and unite the broad
acres of the Hamptons.
But the young longing for romance
which was in her in spite of the choking sober, business of, her life; rebelled at this. She would not give
herself as well as all her thought and
effort for Roanoke.
She wanted to
love somebody, and be loved for herself ae other girls were; she would
not marry Harry because he and her
father considered it a good arrangement. So strongly had this determination seized her that, looking entirely down that way of thought, she
failed to see that, Harry might not be
classed with the colonel in his view
of the plan. . She failed to see that if
she had not been heiress to Roanoke
House, or to anything at all, Harry
Hampton would still have teen in love
with his cousin Lucy. For Harry saw
how the young life had been pressed
into a service too hard for it almost
from babyhood; Harry saw how un
selfish she was and trustworthy; how
and
how
she would like to be care free and irresponsible like other girls of her age,
only that the colonel and the estate
were always there, always demanding
her time and her attention. He could
do little to help her as yet, but he
longed to lift the weight and carry it
with her, not away from her, for the
fairy of a person was not the sort to
lean on 6thers or to be happy without
her share of the burden. Yet, Harry
thought, "If I might only help her, and
make it all a delight instead of a
'
;
labor!"
But Lucy, going about her busy
days, never guessed this. She thought
of Harry as the boy whom she had
grown up with, to be cared for ten
derly always because of his misfortune, to be helped and planned for
and loved indeed, because he was lame
and her cousin, and because he was
a dear boy and her best friend. But
as the hero of her own romance to
come, she refused to think of him at
all. More firmly she refused euch an
idea, of course, because her father
had hinted that it would complete both
Harry's and his happiness.
Francois, with quick insight, saw as
much as this, and was anxious for the
boy who had been his warm and
steady friend. What he did not see
was that Luck was fitting his own
personality into that empty notch of
her imagination where an altar stood
and a candle burned, ready for the
image that was to come above them.
That never entered his mind, for in
his mind Alixe was the only woman
living to be considered in such a relation. And, in spite of the seigneur,
in spite of Pletro, in spite of his wholehearted giving up of her, there was a
happy obstinate corner in the depths
of his soul which yet whispered
against all reason that it might be
that Alixe loved him, that it might
things happened
be, for unheard-o- f
every day, it might be yet that with
all honor, with all happiness to those
others whom he loved he might some
day be free to love her. So that as
he grew to care for and understand
Lucy Hampton more and more, no
faintest dream of caring for her as
he did for Alixe came ever into his
broad-minde-

CHAPTER
is a prisoner of the AuBtri&ns for five years, in
the castle owned by Pietro in Italy. Ha
discovers in his guard one of Pietro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV-T- he
general. Alixe and
Pletro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.

XIII-Fran-
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colonel, who "would have been most In
dignant to be told 80, leaned on her
in every detail, and it was ehe who
planned and decided and often executed the government of the little kingdom.
All this lay on the slender shoulders
of Lucy Hampton, and besides all this
she had begun in very childhood to
hold up the hands and do the thinking
of an incompetent father. It was not
wonderful that she was graver and
slower to frolio than other girls of
sixteen.
Her conscientious young
brain was full of care, and

COMPANY

d

warm-hearte-

mind.
On an evening

when winter was
wearing away to cold spring, Francois
of Roanoke
waited in the dining-rooHouse for hie scholar. The room had
a sweet and stately beauty, a graceful
HtiffnfiRs like the manners of the
women who first lived in it, a hundred
years before. The carved white woodwork over the doors waB yellowed to
ivory; the mantelpiece, brought from
France in 1732, framed in its fluted
pillars, its garlands and chiseled
nymphs and shepherds, as if under
protest, the rollicking orange of the
fire. Over a mahogany sofa,1 covered
with slippery horsehair, hung a portrait of the first lady of the manor
and Francois, sitting soldierly erect
in a straight chair, smiled as his gaze
fell on it it was so like yet so unlike
a face which he knew. There was the
delicate oval chin and straight nose,
and fair, loose hair. But the portrait
was staid and serious, while Lucy's
face, as this man had seen it, had
kindly eyes and a mouth smiling always. He shook his head in gentle
amusement at the grave dignity of the
picture.
"But no, Madame

you are not so
he
as
granddaughter,"
your
charming
said, addressing it aloud.
And then he stepped across the room
to the fire, and held bis ban sis to it
and .stared into. it The clocSJicUed

race-memor- y
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those .days. It was as if I Bp.t on
needles before my bedtime came, yet
I did not dare to be restless and move
about for fear that my mother might C.,.,3
send me suddenly to bed. But I always
gave a sigh of content and always the
grand-merpatted my head softly to
hear it, when my father cleared his
throat and began "
" 'There is a small thing that happened when the Emperor was marching' and then he was launched on
his tale,"
A great hickory log fell, Tolled out
toward the hearth. The carved nymphs
and shepherds seemed to frown in
disapproval at this irregularity, and
the girl in the deep chair smiled, but
the man sprang up and put the log
back in place with quick efficiency.
He stood silent by the tall mantelpiece, deep yet in his reverie, aa the
flames caught the wood again and
sparkled and spluttered.
"Did any of them ever see Napoleonthose men who talked about
him?" the girl asked.
The Frenchman turned a queer
look on her, and did not answer.
"Did any of your family ever see
him, Monsieur?" she asked again.
The alert figure stepped backward,
sat down again on the gilded chair
and leaned forward consideringly.
Francois nodded as if to the fire. "But
yes, Mademoiselle," he said, in a whis.
per.
"Oh, tell me!" the girl cried, all interest. "'Who was It? How was It?
It couldn't be" she hesitated "yourself! If you, whom I know so well,
should have seen the Emperor!" She
caught a deep breath of excitement.
This was another Lucy Hampton from
the serious young mistress of Roanoke
House whom tbe country people knew.
"Quickly, Monsieur, tell me If it was
yourself!''
Francois turned his eyes on her,
"Yes, Madamoiselle," he answered.
"You have seen Napoleon!" she
said, and then, impetuously, "Tell me
about it!" But though he smiled at
her with that affectionate amusement
which she seemed, of all sentiments,
oftenest to inspire in him, he did not
answer.
"Monsieur! you will not refuse to
tell me when I want to know so
much!" she pleaded, and went on.
"How old were you? Did he speak to
you? What did he say to you?"
And the Frenchman laughed as if
at a dear child who was absurd.
"Mademoiselle asks many questions
which shall I answer?" he demanded,
and the tone to her ear was the tone
of love, and she trembled to hear it.
"Answer" she began, and stammered and flushed, and stopped.
Francois went on, little thinking
what damage he was doing with that
unconscious charm of voice and look.
"It is as Mademoiselle wishes, most
certainly. I will even answer Ma- demoiselle's two questions at once to
please her. It was when I was not
quite three years old, Mademoiselle,
e
at home in the
in tbe val..
ley of the Jura."
"And he spoke to you, to your own
,
self? Are you sure?"
'But yes, he spoke to me, Mademoi
selle."
"What did he say?" The Bmile on
Francois' face went out and into its
place swept an intensity of feeling;
he answered solemnly: "There were
but few words, Mademoiselle, but they
have been much to my life. They
shalj lead my life, if God pleases,
those words snail lead it to tne late
which they foretold."
"What were the words?" whispered
the girl, impressed with awe.
Francois suddenly stood erect and
stretched out his arm as if to hold a
sword.
"'Rise Chevalier Francois
Beaupre, one day a Marshal of France
under another Napoleon," he repeated dramatically. "Those were the
words the Emperor eaid."
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Lucy Stood In the Doorway.
speaking in French, "one must not
talk English. That is breaking the
law, you remember, Mademoiselle."

She answered very prettily in his

own tongue, in words that halted a
little. "Very well. Monsieur. I will
do my best." He still gazed at her
smiling, without speaking. One could
understand that, to a girl of more
people, this open homd

age of manner, this affectionate gentleness, might seem to mean more
than a brotherly loyalty. The girl's
pulse was beating fast as she made an
effort for conversation. "What were
you thinking of as you looked at the
fire when I came in, Monsieur?
It
had an air of being something pleasant. Did I not say all that beautifully?" she finished in English.
He corrected a lame verb with serious accuracy and she repeated the
word, and laughed happily.
"But yoti haven't said yet what you
were thinking about."
The large brown eyes turned on
hers. "It was of my old home In
France, Mademoiselle, when I was
very little," he said simply. "A large
fire of logs makes me think of that."
"Tell me about it," she begged with
quick interest. "Will you? Was there
always a fire at your house?"
"But no, Mademoiselle not, of
course, in the summer. It was of the
winter time I thought, when the neighbors came, in the evening, and we sat
about the hearth, sometimes twenty
people, each at his different duty, and
my brothers and sisters were there,
and the dear grandmere, was there
and " he stopped. "Does Mademoiselle really wish to hear how it was
e
In that old
of ours, in the
shadow of the Jura Mountains?
"Indeed, Mademoiselle wishes it,"
she assured him. "It will be a trip
to Europe, i am sure I shall speak
better French for going to France for
ten minutes, and being among the
French people, your friends. Wait
now, till I am comfortable." She
turned a deep chair so that It faced
him, and dropped into it-- "Put a footstool for me," she ordered, as southern women order, the mei they care
for and the men they do not And
she settled back with her little feet
on it and smiled at him. For a moment the man's brilliant gaze rested
on her and the girl saw it, and thrilled
farm-hous-

to

it

"Now, Monsieur,

racontez-mo-

i

une histoire," she spoke softly.
Francois Beaupre's look turned from
her to the fire, and the air of gazing
at something far away came again.
"It is a picture I see as I think of
that time of my childhood," he began,
as if speaking to himself. "A picture
many times painted in homelike col
ors on my brain. Many a night in the
winter I have sat, a little boy, by the
side of my grandmother, at that great
hearth, and have looked and have seen
all the faces, have heard all the voices
and the fire crackling, and the spin
whirring, even as I sea
them and hear them tonight
''And from time to time one of the
men, as he talked, rose up and etrode
across the room to the great oak table
where lay always on a wooden plate
a long loaf Of black bread, with a
knife, and always a glass and a bottle
e
of
brandy. And I remem
ber how manly it looked to me, watching, when I saw him take the loaf
under his arm and hold it, and slice
off boldly a great piece of the fresh
rye bread, and pour out a glass of
brandy and toss it off as he ate the
bread. The stories seemed, to grow
better after the teller had done that.
"And always I waited, even through
the tale of the ghost and the
hound, till the talk should
swing round, aa it did ever toward
the end. to.Jhs stories of Napoleon
ning-whe-

eau-de-vi-

farm-hous-

(To be Continued Tomorrow)
Chronic Constipation Cured
Five years ago I bad the worst
case of chronic constipation I ever
knew of, and Chamberlain's Tablets
cured me," writes S. F. Fish, Brook
lyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
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Chyenhe, Wyo., Jan. 13. The effects
of the new tariff and a number of V
other matters of vital Importance to
ihose engaged in the sheep breeding (
V
industry are scheduled for discussion
at the tenth annual convention of the
Wyoming Wool Growers' association.
'
which met in this city today with a
large attendance of tie membership.
When the sessions are concluded to
morrow a large number f the members will depart for Salt Lake City
to attend the annual convention of
the" National Wool Growers' aesocla
tion, which is to be held there the
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How's This?
Wo nWm nna Hundred Dollars Re
otowi tnr sm case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Calarru
Cure.
F. J, CHENEY & CO, Tol'sJo. O.
We, the understood, have known
F. .T. Cheney for the last 15 year?, and
believe him perfectly honorable la F.i!

business transactions and f!rnnciaily
able to carry out any ooiiauunB
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMKRCR.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken int-- m al
by.o
ly, acting directly upon tne mucous surfaces of the syst- i. 1
?
sent free. Prico '..5 t
per bottle. Sold by all lniTake Hall's Family Pills for const!
pation. AAr.
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Try a dram of Old Tajior
at the Opeiv Bar. Adv.

Bourbon
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5:37

Fr. th fish and ousters just In at
The Bi smart Open all night. Adv.
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Buy It Because It's a

A great deal of interest has been
aroused among the Elks by the an
a
show is to
The city council will meet tomor nouncement that minstrel
some
be
time durthe
given
lodge
by
row night at the city hall for the first
ing the winter. It has been discoverstission In several mouths.
ed that there is a large amount of
minstrel
talent in the lodge.
Mrs. Erie
teacher of vocal

Choate,
music. Is now established In Miss
Shumate's Studio on the plaza. Adv.

Store

'

"

f

"VENGEANCE"
Majestic.
f, 'i
J$W'fi:.
"THE AMERICAN BOY" Two-ree- l
feature drama American,
(The Majestic film shown tonight was made by the new Majestic

Household furniture for sale. Phone
Main 333 or call at 921 Seventh
street. Adv.
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Light automobile Jamps
o'clock this evening.

TUESDAY, JANUARY

In!

SANTA - FE TO CUT

Better Car

ITS EXPENSE

Model T Touring $615

ii

ACCOUNT

Fully Equipped

Depositions of Peter Basleer and
Obaido Maloof to the effect that Se-bAbename Sawaya resided In Las
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Kya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to Vegas for about sir months during the RAILROAD WILL ENDEAVOR TO
Let Us Show You
RECOUP LOSSES BECAUSE OF
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. yeor 1909 were taken recently before
POOR BUSINESS
the clerk of the county court. Sawaya
There will be an important session who now resides In Wyoming, seeks
;
j
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
of the board of directors of the Com- to be admitted as a citizen of the
mercial club this evening at the club United States, and It is necessary for New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
rooms. Ail members are expected to him to prove his residence here for Railway company, this morning "an
the period named above. Sawaya nounced that a reduction of working;
be present.
conducted a shoemaker's shop near forces is to be inaugurated for the
There will be aj meeting' tonight of the Central hotol on Douglas avenue. purpose of cutting down expenses.
This, however, is not fort he New Mex
Las Vegas CommanderyNo. 2, Knights
The following5 civil service exami ico division alone, but is being placed
Templar, for the purpose of Installing
Jefferson Reynolds, President
re
officers for the coming1 year. A large nations will be held in this city on m euro pu over me system,
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
' :
cent
9
of
the
mentioned:
dates
the superintendents
meeting
February
attendance Is desired.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
H.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
of various' 'divisions, held in Amarillo,
Research chemist (male) salary
The, Las .Vegas lodge of the Elks (SOO. .February 18 Assistant In road Texas, decided upon this policy and
.Feb- it probably will continue until busi
yill hold its regular business meet teconomlcs .(male), salary J.oOty,
ness picks up all over ,the systeml
man
21
(male)
clerk
ruary
Railway
second
ing for the
Tuesday of the
ine cause is due to the general
month tonight. The meeting Is ex. salary $900." March
f.
of business. The strike agitation
lack
and
women)
(men
(men)
teachers,
pected to be largely attended.
in
Colorado has cut off to a large deand industrial teachers (men) at
Mr. and Mrs. Lino Romero are the salaries from $1,200 to $3,000 per an- ex eo iue coae, ana coat business on
num. For all other information con- the railroad, while tfte crop failures
proudi parents' of a baiby girl, born to
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
them this morning.
Mr. Romero 'Is cerning these examinations see Oscar in Kansas and California -- last year
also have materially lessened
the
employed at the Nolette barber shop. Linberg at the local postoffice.
usual
and spring traffic.
His wife is a daughter of Mr. and
Capifal, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
Guillermo Garcia, cleric in the office The automobile companies all over the
Mrs. Juan Silva.
OS'of County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado, country are shipping fewer machines,
The Las Vegas council of the thought his pony had been stolen last while a general decrease in all lines
of
when he found the animal had of business is being experienced.
we
Knights of Columbus has announced night
"We are cutting our forces here
in
to
from
of
his
rest
front
disappeared
best
of
give
that it will give its regular Kaster
on the West side. The sheriff's with caution," said Superitnendent Mydence
as
this
The
usual,
Monday ball,
year.
office and the town police made a ers this morning. "We do not wish
armory has been engaged, and the
for the horse and found him to take men entirely out of service,
hunt
will
music
be
best of
furnished.
tied behind a buggy which was stand- but are working them in a way to
in the street some distance from
the hours of labor instead of the
If it is a privilege to live in Denver, ing
Garcia's residence. The animal had number of men."
as one of the newspapers of that city
Mr. Myers referred to the
been ridden hard, as he was wet with
transpor
holds, then it is twice a privilege to
Mr. Garcia would like tation department, but it is understood
perspiration.
live in Las Vegas. During the past
to knoW who borrowed the horse.
the. retrenchment policy will extend
few days, the weather here has been
as well to the shops, which are in the
perfect, equal to spring time In many
Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya has mechanical departmeuc.
ways.
set March 2 as the date upon which
This action to a certain degree is
he will conduct a hearing of the peti- merely a following of tbe usual dan
Luis S. Ortiz, who resides in Villa- - tion for the
probation of the will of of the railroad company. Near the
nueva, this morning applied at the the late Mrs. Charles F. Rudulph. close of each
fiscal year the comcourt house for $20 as bounty upon
January 24 is the date set for the pany starts decreasing expenses. How
eight coyotes and two wild cats.
hearing in the probation of the will ever, the various political and legisHerrera, who lives in Rocia- - of the late P. Buccl. The will of the lative agitations all over
the United
da, asked for $4 as bounty upon a late Mrs. Tina G. Elston will be ad- States have
caused a serious situafatt
wild cat and a coyote.
mitted for probate January 19, pro- tion, and coupled with the decrease in
vided the facts brought out on a hear- all lines of business nave forcea the
Charged with abandoning his wife ing to be held that date are found to railroads to endeavor to recoup their
and failing to support her, Plutarco be satisfactory. Elizaria T..de Romo, losses.
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tlAVAJO BLA uETS
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AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Larg- e!
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
--

prices.

1-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

mid-wint-

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELDCOMP
New Mexico Largest

In every department
are prepared
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THE GREATEST CAR

MOST LfPAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

on (be market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We
in-vi- le

inspection and will gladly demonstrate the'merifs of
the car at any time.

H. B. HUBBARD, Agent

NORM

417 Railroad Avenue
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the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use .the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand.
Ask
one
has
who
tried
it
any
or better yet order a sack
.and try it yourself.
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FEESI1 EVAPORATED FRUITS
Apricots
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Peaches
Pears
Prunes
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Loganberries
Currants
Raisins
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Majestic Brand Apples
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world will be set upon a great rev
volving table." The cost of the concession la estimated at $350,000 and
it 'will be one of the most complete
of its kind ever built. Deputy District Attorney Chester
Hunker this morning was informed
over the long distance telephone that
the home of Justice of the Peace F.
H. Foster at Roy had been burglarized
last night. A number of articles
were stolen. The thieves, two young
men, were captured. It is understood
they wish to plead guilty. They will
be taken to Wagon Mound for arraign
ment before the justice of the peace
in that precinct, as they cannot be
arraigned in the court of the man they
robbed.
Mr. Hunker was not informed as to the names of the two boys.

January 14, at 10:30 o'clock.
The local congregation of St. Paul's
Memorial church is requested to assemble for a celebration .of the holy
eucharlst at 10:30 o'clock with this
special Intention: That God will
bless and prosper the new bishop in
his work fir Christ and His church
in the district of New Mexico. Every
communicant Is urged, if possible, to
be present.
The territory in which the new
bishop will minister will include New
Mexico and the country contiguous
to El Paso, Tex. Ha may reside in
El Paso, Albuquerque, Santa Fe or
Las Vegas. Episcopalians living here
may endeavor to induce nirn to make
his headquarters in Las Vegas.
Subscribe

for The Optic.

experiment If it proves a success it
FOR THE SAILOR FOLK
will be continued. Miss Cluxton also
will have charge of the Normal band,
in connection with her regular work.
O. C. Zingg, who had charge of NUMEROUS VESSELS ARE IN SERIOUS TROUBLE OFF NEW ENGthe band, will teach an additional
class.

The board of regents also approved
the program that has been arranged
for the unveiling or the frieze donated by Charles Ilfeld, which will take
place on January 26. The regents also
made arrangements for the invitation
of several guests Of honor. ThoBe
who will be Invited in this capacitiy
are W. G. Haydon, K. D. Goodall,
Margarlto Romero, Lieutenant Governor E. C. da Baca, P. K. LeNoir
and Judge E. V. Long. In addition
to 'the regular program W. G. Haydon, president of the school board,
will deliver an address on "The

LAND COAST

Boston, Jan. 13. The blizzard that
gripped New England and the northeastern part of the United States today, lashed the coast.from New York
to New Foundland with a tremendous
fury. There were reports of numerous vessels in distress and a heavy
toll of life was fea.
f Miipwreck
The most Berioin re
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steamer Coby
was blown
.-03,
and about 73 lu
ashore in a dangerous position off
Brier Island, at the mouth of the Bay
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llns, went aground this morning

at

Rock Landing in the Connecticut river, after a rought night on Long Island
Sound.

,

Searching for Lost Sailors

.

Vineyard Haven, Mass., Jan. 13.
Search for the crews of two schooners, the John Paul of Ellsworth, Me.,
and the Greta of Dorchester, N. B.,
was made in Nantucket Sound today
by the revenue cutter Acushnet
The Paul, which had been abandoned by Captain John Hutchinson
and his crew of five men, was picked up by the Acushnet last night, but
sack off Hedge Fence lightship while
being towed towards this port. The
Greta, which was anchored off Cross
Rip lightship with her firemast gone
and distress signals flying, could not.
be seen today.

